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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Religion plays an important technical and thematic 

role in the fiction of Henry James.. It is the purpose of 

this study to examine the religious references which occur 

in .~~g_~_ .. !~~2~!~ !~£!1r_~~· t ",..£f.._S:...1~~£,y. and .Th~lLtE;b~s .....2.:f_ tllt 
1 . 

Dove 9 in ore1er to gain an understanding and an appreciation 

of their extensive use and their essen:l:;i.al lAlrpose 0 Since 

so many of the refererwes concerll Roman Catholic:LsIn, and 

as it natl.lrally offers the best examJ;>le of :Lnsti tuti.onalized 

religion, I have chosen it as the central focus of this dis-

cussion. But James uses religion i:n many other ways? aD.d 

these will be necessarily consider-eel as well $ :the treat-

ment of the novels will involve a close analysis of the 

text ~ 'with particular emphasis on the interrelat:i.on betv!een 

and the m.eaning of religious f:1etaphors and. symbols in the 

cOD.text of the Itmesf3age n of each work as 8.. whole 0 In order 

to provide a backgroUl1d for this textual analysis ~ however 'I 

it will be necessary to consider briofly in this chapter 

the two importcmt raatters of James's. own religious outlook 

and the available critical treatment of this aspect of 

James's work~ 

Because of his double awareness of both the Po_ri-
I) 

tan traclitj.on he left behind L and the H.omarl. Catholic world 

1. 
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he encolmtered in Europe, as Yvell as the fact that both his 

father and brother were religious philosophers~3 Jamests work 

naturally invites an examination of the role of religion in 

it. In spite of these factors, however, in his letters 

and his autobiographical writings ~fames himBelf made few 

statements abou.t his ow:n. beliefs or lack of them~ an(l has 

often been s,'/}le.1o",t by critics for his lack of philosophy 9 

moral Beri.ousness and religion~~,A , For example, in a letter 

R~12~.§;j.}1.~ of their father, Henry remarks on: 

how irldispensable it is that those who go j.n for 
religion should take BOHle heed. of l.t c. I can! t enter

5 into it (much) myself"<·-I can't be so theological" 

The II much II is an interesting Qualifying parenthesis; for 

tTames was a serious man~ and inevitably the Question.s of 

Goit t s existence and the after·-life nlUst have been on his 

Bl"other: 

• " " in fine I should have heen thankful for a state 
of faith, a conviction of the Diviney an interpretation 
of the UD.i·'irerse~-anythi.ng one might have made bold to 
call it·--which would have slJ.pplied more features or 
appeara.nces,,6 

But nowhere does he ~cecord that he has found such a lIstatc 

of faith ll
, at least not in the traditional sense of externa1 1 

institutionalized religion~ He does, however, in a suhse-

Quent letter to Ylilliam, express a more positive solution: 

One must go one t s way and kllOW wJ;at one's. al:)Qut7 and have a general plan and a pr:Lvate rellglon~ 
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As much as a single, isolated statement can, this concept of 

a "private religion" emphasizes Jaraes t s lack of belief in an 

historical God, his lack of sympathy with organized reli.gious 

system, and his self-confidence in matters of a metaphysical 

nature, if not his ultimate agnosticisill o 

~~he only other direct personal cOllli,1ent of signifi-

cal1.ce made by James about religion OCClU'f3 in his 1910 essay ~ 

"Is There a Life After Death? II. In it, tTames does not avow 

a belief in God, nor does he discuss such problems as salva-

tion, worship, or prayer; rather, he confines himself to a 

philosophical discussion of his belief in the immortality 

of the individual consciousness. He fj,11ds the Hhole matter 

rather unattractive: "I began, I may accorclin.gly say, with 

a distinct sense that our question didn't appeal to me. 1lS 

He believ"es in ilmnortali ty because he feels (somewhat humor*·· 

ously) that he has expended a'lot of energy in developing his 

conGciousness and does not want to see this effort go to 

waste. He .~l~sJ£~~ im:mortali,ty: 

For I think of myself as enjoying the very maximum 
reason to desire the renewal of existence--existence 
the forms of \vhich I have had admirably and endlessly 
to cu1tivate o 9 

But his ultimate belief in the immortality of consciousness 

is entirely independent of orthodox or institutional theology, 

as a careful reading of this complex pasEmge "vil1 illustrate: 

I like to think that we here, as to sou1 9 dangle from 
the infinite and shake about in the universe; that 
this world and this conformation and-these senses are 



our helpful and ingenious frame, amply provided with 
whe.els and replete with the lesson for us of how to 
plant 7 spirituallY9 our feeto That conception of 

4 

the matter comes back9 I recognize? to the theory of 
the spiritual discipline ~ the purification and prepara-
tio):1 on earth for heaven~ of the o~cthoc1ox theology-
wh:Lch is a resemblance I donI t object to~ all the more 
that it is a superficial one, as well as a fact mainly 
showing, at any rate? how' neatly extremes may sometimes 
meet~lO 

It i.s only a coincidence~ then, that there is a IIresemblance ll 

betw'een his outlook and that of one "SUIJerficial II aspect of 

orthodox. theology" As (Tames stresses, lI extremes may some~· 

times meet H , but the meeting does not reEmlt in complete 

identification~ and may only be the :cesul t of chance 0 

These statements constitute the fe\'1 references James 

ever made to his personal religious beliefs~ They are notable 

more for their paucity than for their intrinsic interesto 

The conclusion to be derived from them, howevBr, is not that 

James was irreligious and indifferent to these matters, 

but simply that he .did not possess y or did not desire to 

express, a belief in God or a connection with conventional 

religion. He satisfied b.is spiritual desires j.n other ways? 

principally through artistic creation e 

James I S reticence to make sel;f--revelatory comments 

about his religious position did not, however? preclude the 

possibility of using religion extensively and significantly 

throughout his fj,ction. In the form of imagery, symbolism9 

mythic structure, character depiction 8~nd scenic description, 

religion plays a signifi.cant role throughout both the novels 
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and the shorter workso Roman Catholicism in particular 

is one of the most prevalent sources for James1s religious 

devices, and on both technical and thematic grounds, de

serves close examination in order to arrive at an under

standing of many key passages in terms of James1s tone and 

,rn 0 r:ci. /. intent; indeed, an appreciation of his precise. 

attitude towards religion Emd the Church becomes mandatory 

before the meaning of certain novels as a whole can be 

appreciated" 

~ehis prevalence of Roman Catholic references has 

caused several critics to speculate that James was himself 

attracted to the Roman Catholic faith& Before proceed:"Lng 

to my own interpretation of J'arnes I s use of the Chu.rch, 

therefore 9 it vd.ll be necessary to examine the validity of 

their contentions·---contentions vvhich one is surpr:Lsed to find 

made at all ~ since James I s personal c01IDllents vlOuld seem to 

deny any possibility of such an attraction and si.nce his use 

of Roman CatholicisTn9 however one interprets its meaning y 

was almost inevitable, given the fact that his novels so often 

are set in Roman Catholj.c or. Anglo-·Catholic countries" 

Foremost among these critics 'is the novelist Graham 

Greene, whose vj.ews as a Roman Catholic immediately qualify, 

or at least l)ring under suspicion his thesis that James IS 

intense awareness of supernatural evil, his desire that the 

dead be remembered in such stories as liThe Altar of the Dead", 

and the constant visits of his characters to cathedrals, sj.gni-
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fies that IIhe never even felt :the possibility of choice; i.t 

was membership of the Catholic Church or nothi.ng.,,,ll Greene 

of:fers no proof of his thesis apart from these intimations 

and contents himself with speculation and hearsaYe He re- n 

lates this vague anecdote as one of his major pieces of 

evidence: 

A friend of James once spoke to him of a lady who 
had been converted to CathoLLcisl1l" James was silent 12 
for a long while; then he remarked that he envied her~ 

Greene does not tell us the identity of, either the "fri.end!! 

or the "lady", nor d.oes he tell us at what period of James's 

life this event took place~ or how he discovered that it 

did take place o The evidence Greene does offer seems to me 

to be proof against his thesis rather than in support of it" 

He quotes the following passage frolll one of J'ames r S firs'!:; 

letters from Rome to William, as an 'example of the 

l1aesthetic appeaJ.lll3 of Roman Catholicism. to James. This 

pqssage, on the contrary, if read in the light of a less 

prejud:Loed eye~ constitutes a mocking denunoiation of 

Romc:in Catholicism" Admi ttedly ~ i:1:; may illustrate James f s 

"aesthetic II interest i.n the Church, but it simultaneously 

decimates the practices and beliefs of its ad.herents, as 

well as criticizing its ieader: 

In St. Peter's I stayed some time~ It's even beyo.nd 
its reputation. It \'las filled, with foreign ecclesi,as
tics--great armies encamped in prayor on the marble 
plains of its pavement.--an inexhaustible physiognomical 
study".. To crown my day, on my way home, I met his 
Holiness in person--driving in'prodigious purple state-
sitting dim within the shadows of his coach with two 
uplifted benedictory fingers--like some dusky Hindoo 
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idol in the depths of its shrine •• e D FroID. the 
high tribune of a great chapel of St. Peter's I 
have heard in the Papal choir a strange old man 
sing in a shrill unpleascom:t soprano D It ve seen 
troops of little tortured. neophytes clad in scarlet, 
marching and countermarching and clucking [m.d flopping 9l4 like poor little raw recru:i. ts for the heavenly host" .' 

The picture of "great armies" on the "marble plains", the 

Pope as tI some dusky Hindoo idol", the "little tortured neo··· 

phytes" and the "shrill unpleasant soprano ll of the old man, 

i.s hardJ.y a laudatory image of the Church and reveals 

J'ames's "aesthetic" interest in st. Pet~rls only if one 

accepts the dictum that what is supI'emely ugly and garish 

is part of the beautiful" 

The other key evidence Greene cites for James's 

attr2,ction to Catholicism is the scene in The JI.mbassadors 

:i.n v{hich Strether achieves a moment of peace and consolation 

by entering Notre Dame.. As ill. m.~I\y.· simi.lar cases through··· 

out his fiction~ however, James makes it clear that Strether 

is not BJ)OUt to become a Catholic; even Greene rE?cognizes 

this: ":Lt is a rather lukewarm tribtt'te to a religious 

system o 1115 Whatever may be J'ames I s reasons for having 

StI'ether enter Notre Dame ~ he explicitly states that t as for 

Strether, "the great church had no altar for his worship, no 

direct voice for his soul" and that Iljustice was outside~ in 

the hard light, 811d injustice too. 11
16 Moreover, the scene 

functions as a m.eans of bringing Strether and Madame de 

Vionnet together; she appears to be praying before one of 

the altars and it is at this moment that S-trether is 
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IIconverted " to here Even though she is not an evil character 1 

she does deceive him, and it is signLficant that the decep-

tion begins in l\1"otre l)alile o Greene s then, refutes himself 

even while presenting his evidenDe o He seems to realize 

the tenuous nature of his argument When at the end of his 

essay he hedges, by saying that "it woulcl be wrong to 

leave the impression that James's religious sense ever 

brought him nearer than haj.ling distanoe to an organized 

system, even to a system organized by himsel:f., 1f17 

Robert Ivl .. Slabey, in his article IIHenry James and 

'The Most Impressive Convention in All History 'llt
18 uses 

many of the saEle arguments as Greene to try to illustrate 

James's infatuation with Catholicism.. Mro Slabey writes 

from Notre Dame University, a.:nd thus, like Greene; mjld be 

suspected of stretching the poin:!:; to satisfy his o\vn 

doctrinal prejudices o Since many of Slabey's pointB repeat 

Greene's, since the conclusions remain only speculation and. 

since the eBBay matches Greene's in its utter 'lack of docu-

mentation, I will not enter into it j.n much detai.l, but 

will examine the points which di.ffer from Greene's.. This 

article is fa:Lrly important j as it hEW been generally 

aooepted by other scholars, in spite of its lack of documel1-' 
. 19 
tation. In the first place, the phrase Janes applies to 

the Church (actually to the Pope, but the passage can be 

read on a figurative level)--flthe most impressive convention 



in all history,,20_~-evokes more than the apparent laudatory 

awe. For James has a rather dj.m view of "convention" and 

imposed forms e As Halpb. Touchett remarks, and as {Tames 

himself says in his notebook entry for T-h~_Pg.!::.tr.:?i"~ of ~. 

~asl;Y:, Isabel Archer's tragic fate is that she will be 

II d' th "very' 1'11 of t' e OO)lVe t· alit 21 Tl a I- • 1, groun 111 . e m _ : n '. n J.on _ 0 lc"\) lj"lle 

Church' is lithe most impressive convention in all historyll, 

ironic touches" 

Slabey concentrates his examination of James's 

9 

interest in Catholicism on the earlier works, whose content 

is largely Italian" Apart from the obvious fact -that 

mention o:f the Church \Vas almost inevitable when the setting 

of t.he stories was in such a bastion of the Eoman Catholic 

faith, Slabey makes the mistake of i"clentifying James too 

closely with his charac-ters 6 A character may express a de-· 

sire to enter the Church, but that cloes not mean. that James 

is similarly tempted 6 Moreover, all at least one occEl-sion, 

a character's apparent desire to become a Catholic has an 

ironic tw~ist to itc. Howland Mallett of Hoderiek Hudson 

says that: 

in these many months no\v that I have been in Home? I 
have never eea.sed for a moment to 1001;: at Catholicism 
s~.mply from t1:e outsi(~e. I don.f t see an opel1.~ng a~ 22 
blg as your f:Lnger ... na1l, where I could creep 1nto l"L 

Slabey misses the irony 9 but James probably intencl.ed us to 

notice i t1 especially wb.en Olle recalls tb.e many derogatory" 
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images in James of convents aild monasteries" It is diffi-

cult to "creep into ll the Roman Catholic Church, says Rowland; 

but that is, in a vvay, fortunate, because, once in, implies 

James, it is even more difficult to get out" At any rate y 

Slabey's direct equation between those characters in James 

who profess a desire to enter the Church and J-ames himself 

is irrelevant and ul1satisfactorY9 

Slabey also places great importance on a section 

from James' s lJ.§:.li-an_Jf;.~~~E~, the record of J-ames' s travels 

in Italy, which consi::lts' largely of descriptions of Italian 

cathedrals and art. He quotes James's account of a Roman 

carrd val (itself a religio-us feast), during which James en-· 

tel's a little cb_apel and encounters a solitary 11.ttle 

priest praying fastidiouf3ly while the chaos of the noisy 

carnival continues outside.. Slabey -triumphantly quotes 

James's admirat:Lon for the priest and offers this as strong 

evidence of James's attraction to the Church; but this cm1 

be considered as well to be merely admiration for tbB indi-

vidual ~ not the Church itself.. Ivloreover, James expresses 

the dist8,ste that vms mixed with his adEliration: 

Yet I confess that thQugh I wasnlt enamoured of the 
Carni.val myself, his seemed a gr-l.m preference an<l this 
forswearing of the world a terrible game-·--a gaining 
only ;L~ your zeal never falters; a hard fight when it 
doeEl. /:.) 

James, then, in spite of his admiration and pity for the 

priest, has no desire to undergo a similar IIforsvlearing of 



the vvorld ll 
0 Slabey neglects to interpret 'such passages· 

fully; nor does he explore the rest of Ita]}'?:.~§o1fCs for 

similar tlproof" of Jamests latent Catholicism o For if he 

did, he would not find much evidence in this document, 

which consists largely of aesthetic dissertations on 

Italian art and architecture. There are~ however, inter-

spersed with these, some subtle criticisms of the Church. 

lviost of t1:l.ese comments typify a tourist I s interests in 

sights and events 9 but oc(~asi()nally James reveals that ~ 

11 

in spite of the opulent vestiges of imperial Roman. Cathol-

icism and its exotic architecture and priestly trappings, 

he takes exception to its pompous materialism and to what 

interests of the Catholic Church • 0 • the mon.ster of 

bulging eyes and far-reaching quivering groping tentaoles 11.
24. 

POl' example, he finds it hypooritical that a tarif:f 

should be ollarged at every spiritual portal through 1;'111ic11. 

he passes: 

The Cat1101io Church never renov.nces a chanoe for the 
sublime for fear of a ohance of the ridiculous-
especially \vhen. the chance of the sublime may be the 
very excellent chance of five francs • ~ • e What-
ever may be the bettef opinion as to the future of 
the Chu.rch, loan I t help thinking she will make a 

. figure in the vvor1d so long aEl she retains this 
great fund of precious !!properties", this prodigious 
capj_tal decoratively invested and scintillating through-
out Christendom at effectively-scattered pointso 25 

This sarcastic comment is matched by James's feelings at 
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I 
the time of the Pope s illness: (James IS cri tic.l:.sdl of the 

Church, in fact, seems to centre on the figure of the Pope, 

the "inaccessible idol in his shrine ll
.) 

". 

Indeed I am afraicl to speak of the Pope's illness at 
all, lest I should say something egregiously heartless 
about it? recalling too forcibly that unnatural husband 
who vms heard to wish that his wife would l1 e ither ll get 
well--! (p* 137) 

He finds it paradoxical that uRome, wb.ere everything 

ecclesiastical is, in aspect so very much of this vrorld--

so florid, so elegant 1 so full of accornmodations 

a:n.d excrescences u (p. 196) and receives this impression 

even more intensely where one would least expect it, in 

the monastery of the Carthusians at J!'lorexwe 0 The spiri t--

ual is corrupted by the material: 

The paintings Emd gildings of their church 9 the gem-
bright marbles and fantastic carvhles9 are really but 
the monastic tribute to Elensuous. d81ight'''~Man imperious 
need for which the fond imaginatj.on of Rome has offici
ously opened the door. One smiles when one thiru{s how 
largely a fine starved sense for the forbidden things of 
earth, if it makes the most of its opportunities, may 
gratify this need under cover of devotion • ~ • • The 
meaner the convent cell the richer the convent chanel o 

Out of poverty and solitude, inanition and cold, your 
honest friar m.ay rise at his will into a Iilahomet t s 
Paradise of l11:A'Urious analogies '0 (p. 300) 

Elsewhere in this series of sketches, James COlmnents on the 

IImonstrous parodies" of the Jesuits (p. 189), IIformal 

Catholicism ll (p. 199), and the lack of intellect of Roman 

Catholic priests. (p. 203) But one of the m:ost interesting 

statements and one which refutes categorically the 
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speeulations of Greene and Slabey concerning James's 

nascent Catholic interest~ occurs in his description of· 

St. Peter's in llome; it flspeaks less of aspiration than of 

full and convenient assurance. The soul infinitely expands 

there~ if one wi.ll t but allan its quite human level~1l (ppo 

149-~50) In other words, when James's characters e.nter churches 

for moments of respite and cogitation, they are not contem-

plating conversion as well, but they "expand" their 

spiri tual selves on a II Clui te human leve~ ", a feeling which 

a person of any faith~ indeed one of no faith at all, can 

experiel1ce~ 

Apart from the essays of Greene and Slabey, the 

only other extended conDi.deration of James'$ use of religion 

or his beliefs26 is bin Robert Gale's book7 .TJ}~~.:..~.1{..'q:t..J.m~.~.L 

~~i.&~v~:.._i~-i2,&~~§1I~2n the .!=h£iL~:?~_.£f._H~.E~;I"y._i[.§l!~~~§.~ 27 

which contains a chapter on J'ames! s religious imagery. Gale 

tells us that there cn~e eight hundred religion images in 

James's work, and the article consists largely of lists of 

these, in different categories~ There is little or no 

interpretation of these images; nor are th~y related to their 

context. About half of the chapter deals with CatholiCism, 

and although he is not in~istent, Gale accepts Slabey's 

thesis that J'ames was attracted to the Church. The weak-

ness inherent in relying only on the literal imagery and 

disregarding its context and the meanine of the whole novel 
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is evident when Gale concludes that IIJames' s images in-

1 · C th l' . 1 t . f ] tf 1 ,,28 vo Vlng a 0 lClsm are a mos· unl_ orm.y respec u e 

With this hl mind~ Gale then criticizes James for the fact 

that Itof the score or m.ore women compared to saints, only 

20 
half deserve the compliment 0,,·7 This is true, but Gale 

fails to mention that when James applies the 'word 11 saint" 

to a character, he may be laudatory, or he may be indulging 

in ironyo To impute, moreover, that "only one image in all 

of James's fiction even slightly ridicules the Catholic 

fai th 1l , 30 is to ignore not only the possib:Llity of iY):terpre

tation on a more profound level of the many religious 

images, but to disregard the more obvious examples through··· 

out the novelf3 which reveal an antipathy toward formed 

31 institutiol1s y convents, and monasteries o In spite of these 

anamolous stateraents, Gale correctly concludes that "J-ames 

reveals a sensitive awareness of S1Jiri tl..lal matters but no 

belief in any specific creed il
o
32 

It has been necessary, then,- to discuss these three 

critics' vievvs of Jaraes' s religious attitudes in order to 

establish a basis for my interpretation of the-role of Roman 

Catholi.cism in the novelse It is clear from James's personal 

comments 7 in spi.te of their paucity'? that he never professed? 

as far as V.fe 1010 '.'V , a direct desire to become a member of the 

Chureh of Ronie" 33 Indeed, in ll~1iC;!:~01).rs, he is often 

critical of its Pope and some of its practices, and of the 
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anomaly which exists in Catholicism between material wealth 

and suvposed spiritual intentions o Undoubtedly~ it is 

possible that at times James did feel attracted to the 

beauty and the ri.tual of th.e Roman Catholi.c Church; but 

apparently he neyer succumbed to this feeling (if ind_eed 

he experienced it), and critics might be advised to avoid 

speculation concerning biographical matters of this impor

tance when there is no concrete evidence ~ Much mO're inter-

esting than these necessary biographical considerations, 

l;lowever, is the use James made of the Church and of religious 

imagery iiI general 1 in his fiction. Any light thrown on 

J-ames's personal religious beliefs by an examination of such 

devices, will be purely incidental? as the object of this 

study is the work, not the man~ 

This study, then~ will focus on the Roman Catholic 

imagery and symbolism in The Ju-neric8.lJ., The Portrait of a J~ad'y 
~ .. __ .,.,..........--,.=_n""""">:1<____ __. ___ ........ ~-.-~ ___ .. .--.o.--.~~=-_» ............ ____ ... b_,-<r 

and !h~_1~!:L.J2..Lt~~~D2_Y ___ ~, with necessary inciclental considera--

tion of the more general religions im.agery. The Roman 

Catholic Church naturally presented itself to J-ames as a 

viable institution to represent rigid, constricting formo 

The concept of form or enclosed consciousness is the con-

. tinual anti thesis ion James t s fiction to the one belief that 

he promulgates wi.th consistent evangelical fervour-·-his 

belief in the necessary freedom of the individual conscious-

ness. Quentin Anderson comments on the "truly metaphysical 



status which James gr3,nts consciousness. It is hard 

adequately to convey James 1 s piety in this mattertl. 34· 

Anderson goes on to call this intense belief in freedom 

James's "secular religion",35 and }ti~ O. Matthiessen calls 

it his "religion of consciousness".36 Thus, James's 

moral concerns, held with the profound enthusiasm of a 

16 

religious belief, are basically involved with the dialectic 

between form and freedom? convention and liberty.37 The 

Roman Catholic Church, or as James call.ed it :i.n B,9d~1:'...L~l,\~ 

IIudi22!~? the "mOfyt impressive convention in all history" ~ 

thus afforded him vvi th an unlimited source of opportunities 

to use some of his most colourful j.magery and symbolism; 

aIJ.d its role as an antithetical polarity to the tTamesian 

belief in the freedom of consciousness deserves a close 

examination as an operational thematic and technical device 

in his work. 



CHAPTER II 

THE AIVIERI CAN 

The _Anl.~.!::~_c~"!; is an ideal work \vi th which to begin 

a study of James's use of religion. In this early novel 

(1877), J"ames's third, the opposition between American 

and European values is starkly melodramatic and has the 

simplici ty of propaganda. ill though J"al1l?s shares with 

Nevman a sense of a:we and aesthetic respect in the dts .. · 

covery of the cultural marvels of Europe? the novel has 

little of the complex ambiguity of tone which is so 

prevalent in his later treatment of Europe" Basically, 

Europe tn this novel is evil, decadent, rtgid and obsessed 

with form; and even if America itself is not always sympa-

thetically port:cayed, Christopher Hewman, the new Columbus, 

the American of the stor,)T, is? in spite of his garish 

na:Lvety, ultimately the spotless and entirely admirable 

anti thesis of J~uropean values 0 <Tames transports this 

typical American businessillcm, who has beCOmE) disenchanted 

with the world of capitalistic enterprise and fervent 

ambition, to Europe, \..,here he hopes' to find a more cultural, 

romantic and sensual existence~ He meets an American couple, 

the ~~ristrams, the crass husband providing a contrast to 

Newman's sensitivity and open nature~ the wife becoming his 

17 
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confidante and introducing him to the woman he falls in 
/ 

love with, the widowed Claire de Cint1"e. Newman's hopes 

for happiness and a new meaning in life are thwarted by 

Claire's mother Madame de Bellegarde and her brother the 

MarCluis de Bellegarde, "vho camlot accept for Claire a hus--

band who has no title or traditional, ini.:lti tutional tiese 

The novel ends tragically, as Claire's other brother Valentin 

dies in a fated duel, Claire is forced to enter a convent, 

and Newman is left alone, with only the.memory of Claire and 

a new experience of life---the confrontation of his ovm free 

self with a formed societYe 

Religion and the metaphors which utilize religious 

concepts and terminology play a consii:3tent and effective 

role in developing and sustaining the basic a.i'1.titheses vvb.ich 

inform the novel. For it is a novel' about antithetical 

values and the result of their clash, and not a love--story, 

as it has been too often considered e James makes this 

point clear in a letter to William Dean Howells in 1877, 

who had registered the complaint of many American readers~ 

clisgruntled at the lIunhappyll ending, and hoping for the 

marriage of N eV'lmall and Claire: 

V'2..Y.~E::~,: it would have been impossible: they would have 
been an impossible couple, with all i1ilpossi ble pro ble111 
before them., •. ' ~ No, the interest of the subject 
was, for me, (Without my beine; at all a pessimist) its 
exemplificat:Lon of one of those insuperable diffic1..1.1ties 
which present themselves in people's lives and from 
which the only issue is by forfeiture--by losing some
thing.l 
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Tl1,e "insuperable difficulties" involved in the confronta--

tion of Newman with EurOl)e and specifically with the Belle--

gardes were, then, vastly more interesting to James than the 

love,-story itself; and it is on this conflict of values 

which critical evaluation should focus,o Such an examination 

reveals a great deal about J-ames f s basic concerns in the 

whole canon of his fiction, in a simplified, more extreme 

manner. Richard Poirier's distinction between the "free 11 , 

and the "fixed" characters2 of James's work illustrates the 

essential contrast underlying the conflicting values e Newman, 

Valentin and Claire, says po:Lrier,3 are IIfree" or liopen" 

characters, and the Bellegardes are "fixed" or Itclosedll 

characters. The Bellegardes ' obsession with and subjection 

to the forras and traditions of their society prevent them 

from U11derstanding or responding to .l,Tewman' s Itnatural and 

organic ••• sense of human eQuality. ,,4, James exploits and 

illustrates this opposition between the two types of charac-

tel's in the novel by giving each character's religious 

background. or lack of it. It becomes quickly apparent that 

James's attitud.e toward the Roman Catholic Church, at this 

stage, in spite of his admiration for its architectural 

wonders, V'laS one of suspicion and deprecation. Roman 

Catholicism is the ultimate manifestation of rigid, c011st1'ic---

ting form. Each of the characters' relation to it reveals 

J'ames t S attitucle to theme Newman's relaxed and natural 
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reaction to life in general a'nd to his new experience in 

Europe in particular is evident from the first pages of the 
f ~ 

novel, when he meets UoeL1ie Nioche in the Salon Carre of the 

IJouvre aJ'ld negotiates with her the purchase of her copy of 

Murillo' s J'il:adonna~ His "open" nature is revealed by his 

lack of a "formal" outlook concerning religion: ll~~he Madormajl 

yes; I am not a Catholic; but I want to buy it.l1 (p. 4) Later 

James filters through to us a more complex version of Newman's 

atti tude to religion, after his loss of Claire-·-a version which 

reveals a good deal of J-ames IS ovm opinion of religious obser--

vances and their relation to human conduct: 

He had never let the fact of her Catholicism trouble 
him; Catholicism to him was nothing but a name, and 
to express a mistrust of the form in which her religious 
feelings had moulded themselves would h8>ve seemed to 
him on his own part a rather pretentious affectation 
of :Protestant zeal. (pp~ 281·,.82) 

In other words, one should not counter form (Roman Catholicism.) 

with form (I>rotestantism); as long as the forms are controlled 

by tl.l.e individual and rew3.in only tla name!!, rathel:' than 

usurping their role and restricting freedom, they are harm--

less~ Newman continues his reflection: 

If such superb white flowers as that could bloo1:1 in 
Catholic soil, the soil was not insalubrious. But 
it was one thing to be a Catholic; and another to 
turn nun---on your hands! (p. 282) 

Claire's Catholicism is acceptable to Newman, even attractive; 

but when she enters the convent, the act reveals not only her 

subjection to the form of Catholicism but to the form of her 
-lit e -ro,· n0 j) T 

family and. to~ existence itself 0 \Then James spoke of the 
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"impossible" marriage between Claire and Newman in his 

letter to Howells, this difference in religious outlook 

was certainly the basis of the probleme 

.An individual's religion (in a formal sense)t 

therefore, plays an impo:etant part in cletermining the out

come of the novel. James repeatedly has his charactE?:r s 

asking questions such as the following one of Ne\vman's to 

Claire. Valentin has wondered whether Newman, who has seen 

four--hundred and seventy churches on his tour of Europe, is 

Hinterested in theology·l!: 

ItNot particu1arly~ Are you a Roman Catholic madam?tI 
And. he tu:-cned to f1adame de Cintr8'. 
IIYes? sir, II she ansvvered grc:lvely. (p. 81) 

As James says, "Newman was struck with the gra:vi ty of her 

tone. tI (p. 81). The irony of he:1:' curt reply is one of the 

heaviest ironie s of the novel 0 It :ls the very fact of her 

Roman Catholicism, or more specifically, her attitude to 

it (her subjection to its form), which will even:tually 

resul t j_n their separation. Once ag'ain, Newman's q:uick 

reply to Valentin that he is not interested in theology 

illustrates his freedom and his open nature r his ability to 

encounter the form, symbolized by the four hundred and seventy 

churches, and J:emain olJ.tside of its' influence 6 

Similarlys James is careful to indicate the religious 

background of the othe:e maj or characters. Ntcs. Tristran~ 

in delineating to Ne\Vl~an the peculiar I~Ol~~ of the Bellegardes 9 

deals at length with the religious strictness that permeates 
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the atmosphere of the family: 

Her mother is the daughter of an English Catholic 
earl • • • • They kept such a tight rein on her that 
she could do very little • • •• They are terrible 
people--her monde; all mOlmtec1 upon stilts a mile 
high, and with pedigrees long in proportion. It is 
the skim of the milk of the old n01)lesse 0 Do you 
know what a Legitimist is or an Ultramontane? (p. 37) 

~~he rarity of 1l:8nglish Catholie" earls and the extreme reli

gious fanat/cism of the Ultramontanes show that James was 

definitely concerned with emphasizing the importance of the 

Bellegardes t Catholic background 0 

madame de Bellegardets son, Urbain, is also consis-

tently associated vvi th Roman Catholicism, but less explicitly, 

through the use of religious imagery. His conduct itself 7 

throughout the novel, is the ultiLlate example of form and 

rigidity for their own sake and he can be taken as the 

epitome of the Jamesian IIfixed" char-acter o He is described 

in an extended religious metaphor, during the Bellegarcles I 

partY9 as he performs the required social rites in the 

presence of Uadame d!Outreville: 

M. de Bellegarde stepped forward and stood for an 
instant silent and obsequious~ with his hat raised to 
his lips, as Ne\ivman had seen some gentlemen stand in 
churches as soon as they entered their pews b The 1ady~ 
indeed, bore a ~ery fair likeness to a reverend effigy 
in some idolatrous shrine 0 She was mOllllmenta11y stout 
and iraperturba.b1y serene. (p. 211) 

J.<iarlier, Urbain t s inability to eOlilmunieate to N8\Y[!lan the 

decision of the family regarding NeYv'uan t s suit for Claire is 

described by Valentin in a religious simile which illustrates 

the marqui.s' subjection to form: 



My brother seems unable to come to the point; he 
revolves around his announcement like the priest 
around the altar. (p. 151) 
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In these and other metaphors,5 James associates the 

marquis with the theme of religious fixity and an obsessj.on 

with form itself rather than its function. I shall try to 

show later how James uses the basic theme of Roman Catholic 

(or more generally, European) rigidj.ty as a basis for a 

whole series of religious images and motifs which express 

the Ilinsuperable" antithesis involved in the moral dialectio 

of the novel. The religious metaphors, in fact, because 

bf their prev~lenoe and their aptness in illustrating the 

contra:::d; between Europe and AmericaI' act ul.timately as 

a unifying tbeme for nearly all the imagery of the novel. 

But the Marquiss Madame de Bellegarde and Claire 

are not the only characters to be c'onnected with the Roman 

Catholic Church. Even Valentin, although he is, within the 

context of Poirier's definition, a "free" charaoter, has 

definite connections with the Church. Just as Newman asks 

Claire if she is a Roman Catholic? he asks Valentin if he is 

religious. His reply is categorical~ 111 am a very good 

Catholic. I respect the ·Church. I adore the blessed Virgin. 

I fear the Devil,," (p" 94) Moreover, he has been a militant 

churchman in the past, fighting for the Pope as a Pontifical 

Zouave. }l'ormed by the tracb.tions of his family, he has no 

profession and can only think of ?ne solution: "I think I 

shall turn mouku Seriously, I tl1.in1:: I shall tie a rope 
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around my waist and. go into a' monastery. 11 (p. ·94) But 

Valentin's Catholicism is a product of his faniily background. e 

His IInatural ll vestiges of individuality tend to reject his 

rigid environmen"L As Newman reflects, "all that he was he 

was by instinct and not by theory1l. (p. 92) Finally, 

however 9 the rigidity and inflexibility of Europe overcome 

his moral spontaneity, as his strict Europeml concept of 

"honour" compels him to participate in the duel, another 

example of form .for its own sake ~ 

Valentin's friends, who act as his seconds at the 

duel, are also given Roman Catholic backgrounds by James" 

No de Grosjoyaux is, like Valentin, a former member of the 

Pontifical Zouaves (p" 256) and M. Ledoux is Ila great Catholic" 

and the "nephew' of a distinbJ""nished Ultramontane bishop. II (p" 256) 

Thus, all of the European characters- are carefully connected 

in some way with Roman Cathol~cism, and this fact influences, 

to a significant degree, the development of the conflict6 

Admittedly} it is almost inevitable that French characters 

would be Roman Catholics; but this axiom negates neither 

J'ames's consistent references to religion in the novel? nor 

the aptness of the Catholic Church as a thenatic syrnbole 

Newman himself ~ by the em1 of the novel, seems to be

come intensely mvare of the importance of religion in deter

mining one's ideas. Before his interview with M1's o Bread 9 he 

meets her in an abandoned chapel, and his first Cluestion is, 

IIAre you a Catholic, I';1rs~ Bread?1I (p. 292) It is significant 
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that, after her negative reply? they leave the chapel cmd 

their colloquy, during which Newman learns the truth about 

the Bellegardes, takes place outside in the open air. 

The role of Catholicism in the novel is by no means 

.confined to the sort of stereotyped categorization of 

character which the foregoing discussion may imply.. It 

merely provides the basis for a number of other uses of reli

gion. ~[~o take a simple example of how James accomplishes this 9 

consider JiIadame de Bellegarde's explanation, after she has 

informed HeWlaan that the marriage will not take place: lIV/e 

have used authority. If (P. 244) The infallible flauthor:i.ty" 

of the Roman Ca tl'.!.olic Church and its IJope springs to mind 

on reading thif3, especially when one remembers James's 

careful delineation of the J3ellegardes ' religious affiliations. 

IiIadame de Bellegard_e is a Pope in her orm social world.; she 

speaks with the authority of {he Church. Lf there is any 

hesitancy about making this thematic connection~ James dispe1s 

it by mentioning that she made this declaration Hin a rich, 

bell-like voice." (p. 244) The Bellegardes I complete imrlersion 

in the vvorld of Roman Catholicism i.s furtb.er i11ustrated by 

their account to the public that Valentin's duel followed a 

quarrel about lithe :Pope' s morals. II (p~ 349) Iron:Lcally 1 as 

Lord. Deepmere observes, it was Mademoiselle Nioche, the actual 

reaso; for the duel, who "was the Pope! II (.P. 34·9) 1'11e fact 

that both Noemie Nioche and l.1adame de J3ellegarde becol~le popes 

illustrates not only James's attitude toward these tvw \vomen 9 
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but to the morality of the Roman Church itself. Thus') 

having established in cleTb..:,/ the basic theme of Roman 

Catholic rigidity, James builds up other motifs and images 

to concretize the conflict of freedom and fixityo The moral 
" 

"message II of the no:vel Cally in fact, be red_uced to this 

opposition of form and freedom from form, and the use of 

apparently conventional religious imagery or even. of ordinary 

imagery becomes associated with and takes its meaning from 

the origj.nal cOID1.otations of the Roman Catholic Church and 

Newman's "natural and organic •• & sense of human equality. II 

(p~ 166) 

The images associated w:L th Paris all(l the world of 

the Belleg;:Jrdes~ then, exp811d upon and originate in the rigid 

image of the Roman Catholic Church o :Many of them~ through 

this juxtapositiolly take on an inverted and derogatory reli-

gious significance, even though they are not alvvays specifi·,-

]1 1 ·· . .L l. 6 ca. y re 19J.OUS ln' COIlVen't,,, Thus just as the Bel1egardes 

are controlled by the traditions and forms of their society 

and their religion~ they subject the younger members of the 

family, Claire and Va1entin~ to similar formal situations~ 

prompting Claire to say, in her attempt to explain her deci-

sion to Newman: 

Mr. :f\]'ewman, it I s like a religion • • 0 • We must all 
bear it. I have been too selfish; I wanted to escape 
from it.. (p. 277) 

Later, Nevvman reflects upon her statement: 



What had she meant by her feeling being a_ 'kind of 
religion? It was the religion simply of the family 
la1;vs, the religion of which her implacable little 
mother was the high priestess o (p. 282) 
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The equation of Madame de Bellegarde with a "high priestess" 

and the idea o.f the "religion" of the family law recall the 

earlier identification of Madame de Bellegarde as a "pope!l. 

The forms of Catholicism have permeated the whole atmosphere 

and conduct of the family and ultimately result in Clai:ce f s 

imprisonment in the convent and in Valentin's death to the 

form of the duel e Newman articulates this to Claire in apt 

religious terms, characterizj.ng the family as controlled by: 

the feeling that your mother's looks are law and 
your brother's words are gospel; that you all hang 
together, and that itts a part of the everlasting 
proprieties that they should have a han.d i.n everything 
you do. ( p. 277) 

Images of rigidity complement these religious 

associations and take on furtller connotations tb.rough the 

juxtaposition. Thus 1 Newman's vision of the "cold, u.n·-

sociable fixedness in the eyes" of the elder Bellegardes~ 

(1). 283) and his description of Madame de Bellegarde IS 

llforma1 gaze and • 0 • circumscribed smi1e l1 which "sug-

gested a document signed and sealed" (p. 127), add to the 

motif of rigidity and fixedness associated with the Belle-

gardes and the Church. Like the old world of Catholicism? 

Nladame de Bellegarde I s !lV/orld is the world of things immutably 

decreed. She walks about in it as if it were a blooming 

park, a Garden of (p. 127) ilnages of 

tion and enclosed space connote aptly the na.ture of 

n Art Ct ~'-"'Yl-i ,..,_ 
VV.L.J.)J VJ.. -Lv--
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her existencee Moreover, we learn that on first seeing 

her, Uevlman notices that she "wore a little blaok velvet 

hood tied under her chin, and she was vvrapped in an old 

blackoashmere shawl. If (p. 127) This monastic image seems 

to indicate that Valentin's ironic desire to become a monk 

and Claire's actual entry into a convent are unnecessary" 

Madame de Bellegarde, in her' black hood and shawl, is aI-

ready the Mother Superior of a very strict order. That 

her conception of the family's form and sanctity is of a 

religious nature is clear when she admonishes Newman for 

relating Valentin's deathbed COIIDnents: IIDon t t profane-~ 

don t t insult·--the memory of my irD.lo<;;ent son. II (p. 288) Other 

images of rigidity' complete Jam.cs I s condemnation of the 

Bellegardes' cloistered existence. At one point, says 

James 9 Urbain and his mother "exchanged a glance like a 

twinkle of steel" (p. 288);' and early in the novel, Mrs 0 

Tristram generaliz~s about Claireis family: 

Her old feudal countess of a mother rules the family 
with an iron hand and allows her to have no friends 
but of her own choosin~ and to visit only in a certain 
sacred circle. (p. 38) 

The confined "sacre"d circle" of the Bellegardes becomes a 

microcosmic image of the Roman CathoLic Church, also ruled 

(by the Pope) with "an iron hand". The association created 

by the images is a comment not only on the Bellegardes but 

on the Church as well. 

TIle J:-elj_gious rigidity of tIle Be:Llegardes is not 
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only conveyed by their adherence to the Roman Catholic 

fai th and the f<2.n!!~:.<1 nature of their social existence but by 

their various habitations as vvell. Consistently <J images of 

darkness, enclosure, and col~ness are associated with their 

home in Paris and their estate, Fleurj.~res. When Newman 

first visits the Bellegarde home in Paris, he thinks j.t: 

a queer way for rich people to li.ve; his ideal of 
grandeur was a splendid fayac1e, diffusing its brilliancy 
outward too, irradiating hospitalityo The house. 0 .. 

had a dark, dusty, painted portal, which swung open j.n 
answer to his ring. The place was all in the shade; it 
answered to Newman's conception of a eonvento (p~ 4-1) 

The difference between Newman's and the Bel1egardes' charaoter 

is evoked by the contrast in attitudes toward what a house 

should be 0 Word.s such as lIc1iffusing"? "brilliancy", II splendid 

fayade", 1I0utward"~ lIirradiating ll , and I!hospitalit~TI! are 

juxtaposed with It shade 1/ 1 1/ convent l1 , .I! ClarkI! and 1/ dustyl! .. 

Similarlys when Newma.n approaches the estate at Fleurieres? 

he is confronted by a "vast9 iron gate? rusty and closed" and 

reflects to himself that "it looks •• ~ like a Chinese peni-

tentiary .. fI (pp. 270-71) When he looks out of the windo\'l, 

he sees the IIstiffly embanked river and the formal gardens 

that lay beyond it~11 (po 273) In the cold world of the 

Bellegardes, all is form, enclosure, and style. Claire 

herself associates her own concUtion with the "stiffly em-

banked river," when she declares: III am as cold as that 

flowing river. II (p. 275) When Claire finally announces her 
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laughs violently: IlYou---you a nun! II he exclaimed; "you 

vdth your beauty defaced--you behind locks and bars!" (p. 279) 

Newman forgets? however, that he has already imaginatively 

forseen that this has always been Claire's condition. Her 

entry into a nunnery only amounts to a public confirmation 

of 'ivhat has always privately been. Newman's orj_ginal 

identification of the Bellegarcle house with a convent and 
, 

his later one of F1eurieres with a penitentiary, objectify 

the situation in the reader's mind, if :J?ot in Newman's~ and 

make it clear that, for James at least, the corollary to 

be arrived at from the imagery must be that IIconventll equals 

"peni tenti[1.ry ". tTames at least links the images very closely. '7 

The fate of Valentin is also closely related to the 

theme of religion, and the motifs of form for its own sake 

and of Roman Catholicism are united·:l.n the duel itselfe B 

Valentin, M. de Grosjoyaux and M. IJedoux, all have strict 

Roman Catholic back:grounds and all have correspond:l.ngly strict 

attitudes toward the concept of "honour ll and the necess:l.ty 

of :l.ts defense through the ritual of the duel 0 Newman's 

relaxed, free attitude toward the Iiforrus!1 of religion and 

society is given continuity in his re8.ction to the tradition 

of the duel when he says to Valentin! IIBecau.se your great-

grandfather was an ass, is that a.ny reason why you should be?11 

(p. 239) The duel is given religious sanction by the presence 

of the cur~, who absolves Valentin: the supposed life-giver? 

the Church, becomes intimately associated with the death 
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involved in the duel. James"s irony at this stage becomes 

bitter; for, as Valentin dies, '" ,1 
Ie cure reentered~ 

bearing his sacred vessel. & •• It was almost processional." 

(p. 268) 

In the case of both Valentin and Claire, then., their 

religious outlook, founded on and controllecl by a strict 

subservience to form, is the ultimate cause of their "death ll 

to this world" Form cannot be worshipped for its own sake" 

James develops this theme, "without my ~eing at all a pessi·-· 

mist u9 , as he says, not to sentim.entalize on the tragedy of 

the iOBB of Valentin!s life and of Claire!s love for Newman, 

but to exemplify a moral situationo The existence of Newman 

in the novel, therefore, is not to be explained in terms of 

a tragic hero who loses his beloved, but as an individual who 

devolves or has devolved a different atti tud.e (whether spon·-

taneous or consciously thought out) tovmrdform and its mani--

festat:i.ons. The II il1.superable difficulties It which make Claire 

and Newman an tlimpossible couple 119, . then, are to be discover--

ee1 not so much in the tragedy of their love and in the 

differences of their backgrounds~ as in their antithetical 

attitudes to life···~in Poirier's words t one iB a I1free l! 

character, one "fixecl ll • It is Newman's solution to the 

/' t· problem of form vvhich constitutes the Bententious cl~122~~me£~. 

of the novel. 

As in the case of the Bellegarcles, <-Tames uses much 

religious imagery to evoke lifewman's confrontation with form., 
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Images or symbols which are not specifically religious 

nevertheless derive their significance or at least are 

. given added connotations by their relations to the rigidity 

of the institutional imagery which James uses for the Churoh, 

suoh as the convent, Notre Dame and the Pope~ Nevvrnan's 

development throughout the novel is a constant struggle 

wi th the temptations of formo. In fact, he has left America 

to escape the constriction of the formed life of business e 

He v{rites to Mrs. Tristram that Ilin America I conducted 
10 my correspondence altogether by telegrams e " Newman soon 

disoovers, however ~ that he has found in J!;urope an even 

more rigi.d form, ult:i.mately symbolized? as lNe have seen, 

by the institutional nature of the Homan Catholic Church~ 

The atmosphere in the Bellegarde home is contaminating~ 

Newman feels: "Newman for the first time in his life, was 

not himself; ~ .. " he measured his movements and counted 

his vlOrds." (p ~ 151) The concept of "measuring". and 

"counting" one's existence is an image of subjection to form 

---not being oneself, or in Sartrean terms, not creating 

oneself. Ultimately, Newman exclaims, in an apt image of 

restriction, that the Bellegardes "stole behind me and 

pushed me into this bottomless pit; 'Nhere I lie howling 

and gnash.:ing my teeth!" (p& 296) After losing Claire 9 he 

nearly succumbs completely to a life of form. He desires to 

make a relic of his memory of her: 

He had a fancy of carrying out his life as he would have 
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- .. 
directed it if Madame de Cintre had been left to hirn-··~ .. 
of making it a religion to do nothing that she would have 
disliked. In this, certainlyj there was no sacrifice; 
but there was a pale oblique .ray of ins]?iration. (p~ 351) 

The - good. identity - t~lat James has given Newman, how-· 

ever, prevents this sin against his individual integrity" 

Newman is a "freel! character, not a "fixed" one, and he 

rer.1ains one 0 In religious language, Nevvman imaginatively 

rejects this temptation: 

• • • he was extremely glad he was rich. He felt no 
impulse to sell all he hac1 and give to the 1)001' or to 
retire into a meditative economy and. (3,scetioism. - (p. 352) 

Similarly, to indulge in revenge on the Bellegardes -would be 

as much of a loss of freedom as -to venerate religiously 

Claire's memory. It would be a-forD' of comportment foreign 

to his :-good identi t,Y ? and hence would. mean his subjection 

to that form~ James ingeniously has Nevllnan make t!l:lS final 

decision inside Hotre Dame, the symbol 0:[' the very form_ that 

has caused the 1. oss of Claire & Nernnan is thus able, 

symbolically, to exist within forms, \vithout beiilg controlled 

by theme At this point, aptly, he feels that "somev/here in 

his m:Lnd t a tight knot seemed to have 100sened. 1I (p. 357)11 

He feels that lInow he must take care of himself ~ II (p e 357) 

NeWlilan's freed.om from form, his II open II character, has 

never really been threatened, however, and perhaps this is 

the weakness of the novel. The Be1legarde s are all, u1 ti·

mately, "fixed If characters .12 l{eVlJllan is almost entirely a 

~ free one. James gives his characters identities which d.o not 
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allow for development or change. Throughout the novel, it 

is apparent that James has no doubt concerning the outcome 

of Nevnnan' s confrontation with the Bellegardes 0 He is es-

tablished immediately as a figure entirely opposed to the 

form··-obsessed Bellegardes. For example, we see him indulg-

ing in Ilformless meditations II (p. 70), and remarking that 

ttthere are so mewy forms and ceremonies over here ". (p. 32) 

His innate desire to break out of form into freedom and 

the open air is continually reiterated: ttl seemed to feel 

a new man inside myoId skin, and I longed for a neVI worlc1 o tt 

(p. 23) Jariles shows the extent to which Newm,sm is free 

not only from the forms of the Bellegardes (the old world) 

but from th.e forn1s of his ovm cj.vilization as 1;'/el1? by 

including Babcock, the Unitarian minister. To Babcock, 

Newman J.S an Ilunregulated epicuree II ·(P .. 64) In an image 

which combines the motifs of forr;1 and religion, James shows 

that the rigid forms of the Roman Catholic Church are not 

the only fonns he is attackin& in the novel.~ Babcock "often 

tried • e 0 to infuse into Hev/man a little of his own 

spiri tual starch, but Nevrman' s personal texture was too loose 

to admit of stiffenil1.g. 11 (p. 65) lJeVl1i1an's parting gift to 

Babcock of the statuette of the trgrotescJ.ue tr (};). 69) monk 

illustrates his attitude toward him and his .attempt to 

IIstiffenll his lImoral. texture II , as well as neatly connecting, 

through symbol, the two religious outlooks of Europe and 
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America. It is certain, as the narrator speculates, that 

Newman "intended a satire upon Babcock's own asceticism". 

(p. 69) Babcock is thus thematically equated with the 

Bellegardes. 

as a symbol of form, fixity and rigidity. He j.s referring 

exc~usively, of course, to institutionalized religion--its 

form, not its content 6 11he "insuperable difficulties" in 

the confrontation of Nevnllan with Claire 9 her family and 

Europe 9 are evoked primarily through many images of rigidity 

and constriction, most of which are based on the Bellegarcles t 
\ 

The novel almost becomes a roman a Roman Catholic faith6 

" 13 these" because of the stark nature of the antithesis between 

America and Europe~ and between Newman and the Bellegardes. 

But j.n spite of this weakness, Tl~~~ .... /Ul!?I.=1£?:..g pro·l,rj.des a good 

early example of James's use of religion as a teclmica.l and 

thematic device. He uses the Roman Catholic Church extensive-· 

ly as a sym.bol of form, and as a means of depicting the Belle··· 

gardes. Hev1lllan t s realization in Notre DEnne, at the end of the 

novel, that "now he must take care of himself" (p. 357) 1'e-.. 

presents Jamests denial of traditional forms such as the Church 

and his belief in the necessary freedom of the individual con-

sciousness. Jamests later novels, as will be seen in the fol-

lowing discussions of !~.Portra~ t c' of §;._.~_ady' and ~..Et_Wtng? .. ,Q.;f 

tl];~~J?2~Y~, develop on a much more complex level this basic 
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antithesis betw"een form and freedom, while still em-

ploying extensive religious imagery. 
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CHAPTER. III 

THE POHTRAIT OF A LADY 

Although only four years separate The_~Jcan 

and T~l,.~_:r.Q..£.~}"aJ.t of.~~z:Qx (1881), James's use of the. 

Roman Catholic Church and of religion in general is much 

less transparent and more complex in the latter work. The 

most important factor is that the extreme antithesis be-

tween Amerioa and Europe has been modifiedo James is less 

concerned with contrasting the two cultures than with ex·-· 

ploring more metaphysioal problems such as the meaning of 

freedom, the nature of the self9 and the proper attitude 

of Europe, represented by the Bellegardes, who are all 

Europeans and who symbolize in a stereotyped manner the 

old world and, who ,as we have seen, are associated with 

the Roman C,atholi.c Church. The novel explores the "insuper··-

able difficulties" which result from this clash and only 

tentatively begins to examine the more philosophical 

questions of freedom and form through the juxtaposition of 

Iffree" and "fixed" characters.' It i$ q.u~te obvious that 

James wishes to underplay this conflict of cultures in 

characters Anerican o The Roman CCvtholic element and religiouf:3 

37 
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ana. institutional metaphors still play essentially the same 

role, however, except that one's affiliation with the Church 

is no longer naturalistically predeterminecl' by one I s cul

tural background. Thus the' role' of the Church is more ex

ternal. 
.. 

Isabel Arch~r, the herbine of TJ;;l.~ Por_1r.,~Lu~~~§~.2:tY., 

undergoes the ,same ,type of experience as Chl'istopher Newman 

of ~£~_b:~g£E,.t2.~-'·-the journey to Europe.. Discovered by her 

aunt, HI'S. Touchett, in the stultifying atmosphere of her 

home in Albany s Isabel is taken by her to l;nglanc1, where 

~fames Iffrees" her throy-gh her .inheritance of a fortune from 

her uncle,Mr. 'Touchett. Her,subsequent experience in Europe 

consists ~argely in her relationships with the various 

suitors who surround her. She 1'e j ects the American CEwpar 

G-oodwoocl'ancl the English earl Lord Warburton, and ignores 

her sickly cousin Ralph Touchett, v~ho loves her deeply and 

who is the most synl:pathetic and. "free If character of tb.e 

novel. Hel" choice of G-ilbert Osmond, an expatriated American 

who collec,ts .2.l?_itE.:t~._§~.9-rt and controls the existence of his 

young daug11ter Pansy, and al,so possesses a mistress, Nladame 

f.'lerle, results in the tragedy of this novel of a "young 

woman affronting her destinyll.l This summary of the content 

of the novel W..ould seem to imply that Tl:18 ro~.iE..?-i:.~~. is con--

cerned with the love affairs of a yOUl1g American girl; but, 

as in The_Americal1, James is much more interestecl in the 
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conflict of ch.aracters who have opposing outlooks on life. 

For this reason, he marries Isabel, a free-spirited, imagina-

ti-\re, "open" individual, to Gilbert Osmond, a "fixed", 

"closed" character who, as Tony Tanner points out, is Isabel's 

"anti-self".2 This marriage of opposites, then, forms the 

basic problem of the novel, the working out of which involves 

to a significant extent, Roman Catholicism, religious metaphor 

and the Jauesian concept of forme 

Since most of the Roman Catholic references accrue to 

Osmond. and his daughter ransy, ancl since the essential conflict 

of the novel is between the consciousnesses of IfJabel and 

Osmond., most of this discussion will deal with Osmond, in an 

attempt to trace further James's use of the religious motif, 

its development since The American, and its relationship to 
..."....-"'----~~.,.,.---. .. --

the general concept of form. Prom this will evolve an exam-m 

ination of Isabel's temptation by form during her "essential-
'7. 

ly spiritual quest ll ./, as Richard Chase calls it. 

Chase I s phrase is signLf:Lcant in that it underlines 

the fact that James employs in his novels what may be termed 

a "religi.ous structure ", as weB_ as the basic religious 

imagery and symboli'sm I have examined to this pointo Most 

religious archetypes involve. the themes of the quest, eXile, 

or the Promised Land. ]?or example, the Garden of Eden, the 

exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, the journey of the magi, 

and the Crusades are all stories which consist essentially 

" 
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of movement from one place to another in search for trutho 

In Jamef.:l, this religious structure is extremely important, 

the quest of the young American in Europe representing em 

inversion of the earlier Puritan voyage to America, an event 

in which religion played an important 1'ole e In The Portrait __ • ____ ~. __ ~'.!l 

Isabel's confrontation with Europe 9 and in particular with 

Gilbert Osmond, the Homan Catholic, provides the basic the-

matic content of the novel, and constitutes its religious 

structure. The motif of the "fall", which James develops 

through Isabells relationship with Osmond, and which I shall 

discuss at the end of this chapter, indicates James's avvare-

ness of the seductive and powerful nature of the temptation 

of form and illustrates his tendency to use basic religious 

motifs to examine moral situations as well as to emphasize 

their seriousness. .All examination of Gil bert Osmond, the 

representative of form as well as the Church, will therefore 

consti tute the first step toward a ctefini tion and all under-

standing of. James's use of Roman Catholicism in this novel 

and of the nature of Isabel's experience" 

Halph Touchett, in his final confrontation with 

Isabel, declares to her: llyou were ground in the very mill 

of the conventional.,,4 The phrase Bums up incisively the 

essence of Isabel's fate and its importance cannot be over-· 

emphasized. In his notcbooks s James relates the germ of 



The idea of the whole thing is that the poor girl, 
who has dreamed of freedom and nobleness, who has 
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done, as she believes, a generous, clear-sighted thing, 
finds herself ground in the very mill of the conven-
tional.5 

ly to Gilbert Osmond, what he represents, and his outlook on 

life and people. 6 As in the case of the Bellegardes, Jam.es 

carefully constructs a whole series of associations, metaphors 

and symbols relating to Roman Catholicism around Osmond to 

denote the extent to which he is IIconventional ll • Once again, 

attitude to form for its oym sake and to the Church, and they 

constitute a valuable atmospheric and symbolic technique for 

depicting character. The effect, then, is both artistic and 

philosophical. 

Oscar Cargill says that "Osmond is Henry Jay,1es' s most 

completely evil character ll ,7 and proceeds to justify this 

assertion by quoting Lyall H. Po\-vers who states that evil 

characters in James are: 

typically represented by those conventj.ons and institu
tions whose nclture is dehumanizing. In The Portrait 
this representative function is filled prTYlclpaJ.TYby 
the institutions of the Roman Catholic Church •••• 
Ii1 order to impress the point, James has Osmond sur
rounded with the marks of the conventional, of adclic~; 
tion to the institutionalized. ~. 

The evil lIidentity" of Osmond is made even more absolute 

because of the fact that he is aware of his lIeonventional ll 

assoeiations and has no qualms about asserting them. To 

Isabel, before their marriage, he eonfesses: 
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You say you don f t knOVif me, but when you do you t 11 
discover what a \vorship I have for propriety • • • • 
I'm not conventional: I'm convention itself. (p. 311) 

This "worship" of 1I'propriety ", connects ingeniously the con--

cepts of form and religion, as do many other references to 

Osmond's "conventional" obsession~ For example, Ralph says 

that tlhe's the in.carnation of taste ll
, (p. 344) and the 

Countess Gemini that lias for Osmond, he has always appeared 

to believe that he's descended from the gods. 1I (po 270) 

1ater, during'Isabel's quarrel with him,.as Osmond defends 

the form of their marriage, the nar~r.'ator olJserves that IIhe 

spoke in the. name of something sacred and precious---the 

observance of a magnificent form. 1I (po 536) Isabel herself, 

when she first begins to suspect Osmond's good faith, recalls, 

in a phrase which succinctly 1L'lites the concepts of form and 

religion, that at one tirile "there vvas no chari table lnstitu--

tion in which she had been as ,much interested' as j.n Gilbert 

Osmond. II (p. 426) .Everything about Osmond is corm.ected with 

form.. He even writes IIcorrect and ingenious verse ll (p. 304) 

in his poem, IIRome Revisited II, and gives b.imself the' public 

identi ty of an !Iinveterate Italian ll
, even though he. is in 

reality an American. (p. 503) When Isabel begins to realize 

what Osmond is really like in the fireside scene, sbe remembers 
" . 

that IIhe had told her he loved the cOl1ventional ll
" (p. 428) 

She goes on to connect this memory to Osmond's religious 

conception of the aristocratic life: 

But for Osmond it was altogether a thing of forms, a 
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conscious, calculated attitude. He was fond of the old, 
the consecrated, the transmitted; so was she? but she 
pretended to do what she chose with it. (po'430) 

Their antithetical reaction to fOTlTl indicates not only the 

basis of their conflict, but James's own attitude to form as 

well. Isabel appreciates, like James, the beauty and the 

"sacred' nature of form, but is unwilling to be controlled 

by it. 

The presumptuous nature of Osmond's attitudes toward 

form and his selfish superiority with regard to other people 

is indicated by the repeated iden~ifications, both explicit 

and implicit, of Osmond with the pope ~ 9 1'he repeated equation 

of Osmond with II convention II, by the vlay, cOILf.irms my con-{-;en--

tion in Chapter I that ~Tames' s description of the Roman Church 

as lithe most impressive convention in all history" is more 

ironic thEm. laudatory. (ppo 8-9) During Isabel's first exten·-

cled conversation with Osmond, he declare s! 

TheTe were two or three people in the world ·1 envied··--
the Emperor of m .... :;.j/, ... J for instance, and the SuI tr:tn of 
Turkey! S-:here .were even moments when I envied the Pope 
of Rome·--for the considerC'ltion he enj oys. I should have 
been delighted to be considered to that extent •••• (p. 264) 

Wb.en they meet later 011 in st. Peter's, and Osmond c1airJs that 

the vastness of the church ltrrrakes one feel like an atom", (p. 294) 

and expresses his distaste for such a feeling, Isabel exclaims: 

"You ought indeed to be a Popel II (p. 29:5) Osmond replies: 

"Ah, I should have enjoyed that! II The next day, Isabel asks 

againt "You'd like to 1)e the POl)e? II and Osmond again replies: 

"I should love it---but I should have gone in for it eel.rlier." 
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(p. 301) These explicit cOf@lents escape being facetious 

and merely jocular by ~heir prevalence and by a number of other 

less obvious devices built arolmd them by James .. 10 For ex-

ample, one of the key scenes of' the novel, Isabel's meeting 

with Osmond in St~ Peter's, adds to. the identification of 

Osmond with the Pope. St. Peter's~ the church of the Pope 9 

does not receive entirely laudatory treatment from James, 

and this assists our understanding of the persistent linking 

of the ]?ope with Osmond. James says that Ilthere is something 

almost profane in the vastness of the place, which seems 

meant as much for physical as for spiritual exercise. 1I (p. 293) 

Immediately after this slighting reference? Osmond, "approache(1 

wi th all the forms~-he appeared to have mul tiplied theJH on 

this occasi.on to ,suit the place. II (p. 294) It is in St 0 

Peter f s that Osmond declares his desire to be the :Pope and 

we are given a fj.nal impression of the intimate connection 

between him and this "most impressive convention in all 

history" when J'ames says th8,t instead of leaving Rome ~ Osmond 

"would loiter a little lonGer in the cool shadows of St& 

Peter's." (p. 305) 

Osmond may not possess St. Peter's, but a close 

exanination of the descriptions of ,his two habitations 

reveals that he tends to make them his personal papal palaces. 

His famous "ancient villa" (p. 224) in Florence is much like 

a monastery: its windoy!S "seemed less to offer communicati on 

with the outer world than to defy the world to look in." (p. 225) 
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~(1he height of the hill on which it rests, its age, and the 

derogatory description James offers of it9 ("It was the mask, 

not the face of a house. If (g. 22§]) seem once again to link 

the concepts of form and constriction with Roman Catholicism, 

especially when we discover that nuns frecluently visit this 

enclosed house and that inside~ its "vaulted antechamber ll is 

lias high as a chapel l1
• (po 231) The Palazzo Roccanera, 

Osmond's and Isabel's home in Rome, is similar to the villa 

in Florence~ Oscar Cargill points out that the name of the 

palace itself may be significant. It is a "high house in 

the very heart of Rome"1 (p. 363) like the Pope's Vatican, 

and literally means lithe Black Hock Palace", "which may be 

11 . t t' Ch h f d d b P t 1 ,,11 an a. US10n -0 ne urOl - oun e y _ e er upon a roc{~ 

That Osmond's palace is a "black" rock is no surprise. Other 

inverted religious COIll1.otations accrue to this struct-ure to 

complete the association. To-Ned Rosier, it "seemed of evil 

omen 1/ and "smelt 0."( historic deeds, of crime and craft and 

violence"; ~.nd he "was haunted by the conviction that • • 6 

y01mg girls had been shut up there • ., • and then und.er the 

threat of being thrown into convents, had been forced into 

unholy marriages .. " (PP. 363-.64) The 'lunholy" marriage of 

the novel is, of course, Isabel's? aJ:d the mentj_on of "convents II 

is also apt1 since Pansy's fate is exactly the one Rosier en-

visions. 

Whatever James's attitude to the Pope as head of the 

Roman Catholic Church may be (and one receives the impression 
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that it is not sympathetic from the continual association 

of evil characters and derogatory imagery with the Church), 

the thematic association of Osmond throughout the novel. with 

the Pope in particular, and with Roman Catholicism and the 

concept of being a "high··.priest It of art in general? is ex

tremely important for an understanding of (Tames's attitude 

to form, freedom, and once again t to the Roman Catholic 

Church, the symbol he uses so consistently to synthesize his 

preoccupation with these mete.physj.cal pr o1::J. ems .. The most 

immediate impresGion one receives when one thinks of the Pope 

is of absolute power and authority" If exercised properly, 

James, I suppose, would have little objecti.on to allowing the 

Pope to possess these, as long as an individual's personal 

integrity and freed.om were not dest~coyed.c Osmond, because 

of his attractive qualities (at least to Isabel) 8,lld his 

posi tj.on of authority over Pmisy, possesses, in his own 

little papal court,. the power of a Pope. But he grossly 

abuses it •. He commits the unpardonable Jamesian sin of con·

trolling other people's fates, possessing their consciousness 

and preventing the exercise of their freedom~ In the explicit 

connection of Osmond with the Pope ~ James 9 perhaps u.l1consciouf3-

ly, reveals his ultimate attitude toward the Roman Catholic 

Church, or any repressive institution. An examination of Osmond's 

"posseflsionll of other peoples his subjection of them to his 

own ~ (for he iE: syrnbolically "convention i tselfll Ii. 31!J), 
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will illustrate more fully the sacriligious nature, to James~ 

of his moral position, end will help to define further James's 

conception of what relationships betvreen individuals should 

or should not be like. Once again, as in !!]:e Ame.ri2~f James 

has used Rom2Jl Catholicism, in the form. of connecting Osmond 

with the "conventions" of religion, the Pope, and the Church, 

as a thematic basis for tl?-e underlying meanings of his novel. 

Oscar Cargill points out that "it is in ~.h~_.R0E~.F.E:i t, 

that James first took a clear--cut position against 'art for 

t ' 1 t • t . . h' d t' t .. 1112 ar- s sa ce ,agalIls pure COl1ll0lSSeUTS lp an aes ,fie lClSY!l. 

Osmond~ of course, is the prineipal butt of JarlleE~ I s attack, 

although Ned Rosier and Madame Merle are similarly preoccupied 

with collecting ob.~9ts~._~:1~ To Osmond, art is a religion, 

and perhaps this attitude toward art partly explains James's 

persistent identification of him with the Pope. As Tony 

Tamler states, "in the appearance of livj_ng for the spirit 

in disregard of the. material, Osmond has in fact simply 

spiritualiz!3c1 the material. ,,13 Osmond I s desire to "posEless ll t 

however, goes beyond the mere acquisition of things, to the 

acquisition of people.. Maurice Beebe says that for James: 

nothing is worse than the exploitation of a human soule 
James called it 'emotional cannibalism' ••• the worst 
of sins because it is the one most likely to blunt the 
freedom of the individual consciousness~ 14 

Osmond I S consistent attempts to . forrG. people to his ovm ends 

are associated effectively by James with the more basic motif 

of his Roman Catholicism, in his relationship with his daughter 
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Pansy, the II c onvent-flower ll
• (P. 255) In Pansy, then, the 

concepts of religion and form are once again brought together. 

Pansy begins and ends the novel in a convent, and in 

reality, never really escapes its confinement. As we have 

seen, Osmond's villa in Florence and the Palazzo Roccanera 

in Rome are both described in images of darkness and impene

trability, and Osmond sends Pansy back to the more literal 

convent in Rome whenever his control over her existence weakens. 

Pansy says to· Isabel as they part at the door of the villa in 

Florence, "I may go no further. I've promiseo_ papa not to 

pass this door." (p. 317) The extent to which the combination 

of the convent and her father's strict control have atrophied 

her into a mere extension of her father and her societY!1 a 

work of art, "formed" and IIfinished"~ (p. 2T?) as Isabel first 

naively considers her, is evoked by a constant reiteration of 

images of form, passivity, rigidity and art~ For exar:tple, 

Isabel reflects to _herself that lIif he regarded his daughter 

as a precioy.s work of art, it was natural b.e should be more 

and more careful about the finishing touches. 1I (p. 532) Pansy 

speaks with "a trace of asceticism", (p. 234) and is variously 

referred to as "a little saint in heaven" (p. 265) and "a 

chil.dish martyr decked out for sacrifice ll , (p. 467) who lives 

in lIa virginal bower", (p. 467) does a "conventual curtsey", 

(p. 252) and is virtually displayed by Osmond with his IlCorreg

gios and crucifixe s II. (p. 265) 

In T4..~~:r:iQ~lJ:, J"ames associated Madame de Bellegarde 
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with the Pope in a number of ways~ the most striking of which 

was to have her use her infallible authority to forestall 

the marriage of Claire and Newman by siniply asserting: tlWe 

have used authority. II (p. 244) In !he :f.~rtr~~L t 1 James adds 

to the thematic equation of Osmond and the Pope by delineating 

Pansy's subjection to him in much the same way as Claire is 

shmVl1. to be powerless before the authority of her mother. 

Hence, on her first encounter with Pansy, Isabel observes that 

she "stood there as if she were about to partake of her first 

(p. 254) Before her father, sb.e is like an U11--

initiated penitent kneeling before a prieste The key word 

tlauthorityll occurs on two other occasions 9 illustrating her 

lack of identity, possessect as she is by her father and T'Jadame 

Merle~ The first occurs at the villa in Florence as her two 

Nierle: 

She was evidently iapregnated with the idea of suh-
mission, which was due to anyone who took the tone 
of authority; and she was a passive spectator of the 
operation of her fate. (po 233) 

JJ<:1ter, when Pansy has given in to her father, lost Ned Rosier, 

and returned to the convent; Isabel visits her and realizes 

the extent of Pansy's negation by Osmond: IIShe bowed her 

pretty head to authorj_ty and only asked of authority to be 

merciful. 1l (p.556) 

The convent itself, apart from its importance as a 

symbol of cOllventiol1,15 form, and the denial of individuality, 

functions ideally as a focal point to illustrate the difference 
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in outlook between Isabel and· Osmond. To the latter, the 

convent is just one of the many "forms u u..YJ.deJ:' his control 

and present for his uuse ". He submits PaD_sy to its authority, 

placing her within it in much the same way as he displays hi.s 

~j_et~ art in cases or gilt frames. He is not ave·rse to 

declaring this openly to Isabel in what must be one of the 

most hypocritical speeches in literature: 

The Catholics are very wise after all. The convent is 
a great institution; we can't do without it; it corres
ponds to an essential need in families? in society. It's 
a school of good manners; it's a school of repose o Oh, I 
don't want to detach my daughter from the world •• $ " 

I don't want to make her fix her thoughts on any other. 
This one's very 'Nell, as :'2.!l~~ should take it, and she may 
think of it as rmwh as she likes. Only she must think" 
of it in the· right way_ (pe 531) 

That Tansy could, simultaneously, in Osmond's vie\v~ think of 

the world nas much as she likes" and "in the right wayll reve<:tls 

his lack of logic and his essential ~hy.pocrisy. ~rhe speech 

shows Isabel the extent to which Osmond I s earlier exclam2:t~Lon, 

flI am convention itselflf, is really true. 16 Isabel, however, 

represents James's point of view t in. her abhorrence of the 

convent, as did Newman in The Ameri£:~lle When she visits Pansy 

in the convent, her reflections synthesize neatly the concept 

of convent as prison: 

and: 

It produced today more than before the impression of a 
well-appointed prison. (PP. 54-8~4-9). 

All these departments were solid and bare, light and 
clean; so, thought Isabel, are the great penal.esta
blishments. (p. 553) 

Inside the convent, Uadame Catherine, the nun vlho supervises 
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Pansy, says to her in Isabel's presence: IIWe think of you 

always---you t re a precious charge. I! To Isabel, the remark 

II s eemed to represent the surrender of a personality, the 

authority of the Church.1! (p. 554) The repetition of the 

word- lIauthorityil in this context recalls the connotations 

the word has developed with reference to Osmond's priest-like 

function, his possession of objects and people. 17 

Isabel Archer's relationship to and ultimate involve-

ment in this world of form and rigidity represents the essen····-

tial meaning or purpose of the novel. As we have seen, ~fames, 

in the delineation of Osmond and his world, has used images 

of form, many of them explicitly related to Roman CatholicisHl, 

to evoke the stultifying nature of Osmond's outlook. In her 

confrontation witI} Osmond, Isabel, in a novel which portrays 

a process of learning, must realize -what this vwrld- repre-· 

sents and how to react properly to i t ~ J'Rmes make s clear 

to the reader that "form ll (Osmond) can offer a most attrac·_· 

tive and seductive temptation to the innocence of the 

American consciousness. By sending Isabel back to Osmond 

at the end of the novel, he illustrates emblematically the 

tremendous power of form o ' Richard Poirier points out that 

- lithe progress of the action of _Th~R'£E.:.~rai t_o:[...§:.Jjad,y is in 

the direction of making Isabel • • • into a .representative 

or 'fixed' character. illS And Quentin Anderson comments pe1'-

ceptively on the emblematic conclusion: 

Isabel's return is a return to the struggle with herself , 
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of which Osmond is the ul tim8.te expressiono 19 
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The basic structure of the novel, then, or what I referred 

to earlier as its !!religious structure!!, is built around the 

conflict between freedom and forro., and "the ultimate question 

James is asking is at which altar one is to worship, or, in 

terms of the antithesis which constitutes the geographical 

symbolism, whether one is to choose the Ilgarden" of Ga:cden-

court and freedom or the Itgarden" of Rome and form~ The ex-· 

tensive religious imagery makes it clear that, for J-ames~ the 

choice becomes a religious one o The derogatory religiouG 

imagery and symbolism used with reference to the formed" 

existence in the world (or garden) of Osmond reveals James's 

view of a condition in which one is subjected to form; and 

his decision to send Isabel back to Italy illustrates symbolical-

ly the power of that form over the individual consciousness. 

In 111~.~ Ame~_c?:,~1 as I pointed out in Chapter II, James vms 

less concerned with the "love affair" bet'v\reen Claire and 

Newman than wi tll presenting the "insuperable c1ifficul ties II 

which arise in the relationship of characters who have differ-· 

ing attitudes tm'lard ~_:r:.'m, and with positing what the proper 

attitude should be h Shnilarly, in !he ~IgE"t~.a~!9 in spite of 

the great critical debate over tbB reasons for Isabel's final 

rejection of Caspar Goodwood and heri~return to Osmond, James 

himf:3elf cares little for this matter, and is much more inter--

ested in what Isabel learns in Europe and her final conception 

of form and freedom. 
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The tVlo altars or gardens mentioned above, form and 

freedom, are described by the use of imagery with religious 

cOlUl0tations or by more general imagery of rigidity or the 

lack of it. This involves an explicit use of motifs which 

form a religious, mythical pattern, based on the idea of the 

Fall. Dorothy Van Ghent, for example, discmsses the theme of 

the novel in terms of the Fall and posits the general problem 

James works out for Isabel~ "After eating of the fruit of 

the' tree of lmowled_ge of good and evil, how is one to gain 

access to the tree of life? ,,20 Sir:lilarly ~ Lyall H" })o,\;ver:::l 

refers to Isabel's "fortUll8,te fall ll on her return to Garden-

21 court. 

Thus) Isabel's relationship with Osmonc1 represents 

her temptation by form. Just as he possesses his objets _ .. 1 __ • 

Q..,~~rt., ransy, and Itladame 11erle, Osmond att_empts to posse ss 

Isabel, and .to a large extent he succeeds. The narrator ex-

plici tly states Osmond IS eCfuation of Isabel with an artistic 

acquisition: 

We lcnow that he was fond of originals, of rarities, of 
-I-h . ~+-"e.. t h . ~ G e. super:Lor "mct", eXCIU1SJ_ -e '" ~ ~" e percel vea a new 
attraction in the idea of taking to himself a young 
lady vlho had qualified herself to figure in his colle c·
tion of choice objects •• ~. (p. 303) 

Osmond also reflects that Madame Merle had "made him a present 

of incalculable valu.e", with !1a polished elegant surface." (p •. 349) 

Anct on discovering Isabell s only drawback to be "too precipi-· 

tate a readiness", he reflects, in another image of artistic 

rigidity, that: 
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It was a pity she had that fault, because if she had not 
had it she would really have had none; she vwuld have been 
as s~i1ooth to his general need of her as handled ivory to 
the palm •••• (p. 304) . 

Isabel succumbs temporarily to Osmond's control and this is 

her Fall. She eventually realizes her error, her total loss 

of freedom, and expresses it :Ln identical imagery to that of 

Osmond: "She had been an applied, handled hung-up tool, as 

senseless ~:md convenient as mere shaped wood and iron." (p~ 552) 

She "felt older ••• and as if she were 'vwrth more' for ity 

like -some curious piece in an antiquary's collection .. tl (p. 325) 

.Like Newman with the Bellegarde s, Isabel t s 11 free 11 character ~ 

her spontaJJ.ei ty, is somehow contaminated by the constrictil'J.g 

atmosphere of Osmond's habitation. When she first visits him~ 

She was very careful, therefore~ as to what she said, 
as to \vhat she noticed or failed to notice, more careful 
than she had ever been before. (p. 262) 

Her "careful ll behaviour in the presence of Osmond represents 

an i~nediate loss of her freedom. She accepts his premise y 

the philosophy by which he "relj_giously" lives, that people 

are things, entities, or in'Sartrean·terms, given essences 
,. 

rather than "neantsll, free to create their orm essence. As 

Richard Chase states, she "responds to Osmond's talk about 

how 'one ought to make one's life a work of art' without 

being aware of the withering aestheticism such an idea may 

For James, there is nothing wrong in Osmond's 

idea;· it is when you make other people I s lives into works 

of art for your own use, however, that you are acting 
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incorrectly. Isabel's Fall, then, is presented as a loss 

of freedom and spontaneity and a condition of subjection 

to a "foJ.:'IYled ll existence 0 The religious imagery of Roman 

Catholicism which James has so carefully developed around 

Osmond serves ideally to evoke not only tb~ nature of Os-

monel's world, but the meaning of form and how one should use 

it. The fallen condition of man is a state where form con-

tr01s man rather than one in which man controls forme To 

James, (Iuite paradoxically, Adam and }~ve, inhabitants of the 

1I old world" of Eden 9 are imprisoned in the Garden, enclosed 

wi thin its form. They are fallen before the ]lall. To be 

free 5 man must, like Isabel, experience the world as a wholes 
.... " eA- • ..i y. 

without allowing himself to beAinfluenced by exterior foroes 

(forms) • One oreates one f s ovm freedom., 

Osmond belongs to the "old" world, the "fallen.'! 

garden of form. Countess Gemtni says that "we're dreadfully 

fallen, I think" II .( p. 355) Osmond solenmly deolares that 

"I've brought up my child, as I wished, in the olel way_" (p. 352) 

And Madame Merle aptly comments: "I belong to the old, old, 

world" II (p. 194)-~-a statement which takes on added signifi·-

cance when one remembers that in fact, like ransy and Isabel, 

she "belongs" to Osmond. 23 The imagery of Eden and the fallen 

state is used ironically, to illustrate at once the beauty 

and the evil of Osmond's \'101'ld o Isabel herself envisions her 

future "career" with Osmond.as like a "formal Italian gardenll,(~'J..7b) 
forgetting an im.portant reflection she made to herself back 
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at Gardencourt: 

But she was often reminded that there were other gardens 
in the world than those of her remarkable soul, and that 
there were moreover a great many places which ·were not 
gardens at al1--only dusky pestifero·us tracts, planted 
thick with ugliness B,nd misery~ (p. 52) 

As she later discovers, Osmond's "formal Italian garden" i.s 

one of the se "tracts", a place with a IIrigid system ", the· 

"odour of mould and decay-II and of "darkness and suffocation". 

(DP B 4-30-31) To complete this re1 igious--mythical situation, 

she realizes that this tlgard.en" is not without its snake~ for 

Osmond's tlegotism lay hidden like a SerlJent in a bank of 

flo1:vers", (p. 429) and his sting is bitterly effective, though 

subtle; he has lIa faculty for making everything wither that he 

touche 4 .. II (p~ 4.23)24 

~rhe other altar or garden vlhich Isabel encounters in 

Europe is that of freedom., represented by 11alph Touchett and 

Gardencourt. .As Isabel eventually realizes, there is "some-

thing sacred in Gardencourt". (p. 496) Since {Tames continu-· 

ally refers to it as a place of freedom, the obvious implica-

tion of this is that freedom is sacred G Isabel's return to 

Gardencourt is symbolically a return to freedoro, an escape 

from form. James has her. symbolically kneel before the 

ch~'3,racter in' the novel who j.s most f~cee, 11alph: II She seemed 

for a moment to pray to himc" (p. 576) Ralph is the high-

priest of freedom as Osmond is that of form. Although she 

returns to him, Osmond has lost control over her conscious-

ness ~ and she has regained her freedoDl, fulfilling Ralph's 

earlier advice that to see the IIgho$t" of Gardencourt (to see 



into the deeper reality of life) "you must have suffered 

first". (p. 47) In other words, her fall is a fortunate 

one, and her rejection of form signifies a return to the 

unfallen state (hence the name Gardencourt), though a much 

more meaningful one. Poirier states that throughout the 

novel, Isabel shows a fldetachment from social system".25 
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As we have seen, 1ihis is true only at the end and this tlde

tachment" is James's ultimate message: the importance of 

complete independence from the sort of formed existence 

depicted by the use of Roman Catholicism and other images 

of constriction .. 

The -function of religion in The Portrait..2.L a LadI" 

then, although much more complex and less starkly presented, 

is basically the same as in The American. Using the conven-

tional connotations of the Roman Catholic Church as symbols 

and connecting them to his general exploration of the problem 

of form, James endows Osmond with a tlfixed fl character. The 

myth of the Fall serves as a complement to the more institu

tional religious imagery to emphasize the spiritual nature 

of Isabel's situation, and the tragic ending, in spite of 

her final escape from form, illustrates the power and extent 

of its influence.. Both the imagery of the Roman Catholic 

Church and the motif of the Fall, however, serve basically 

teclmical purposes, to concretize the antitheses and replace 

the need for authorial intrusiono 

Finally 9 the extensive religious imagery and the 
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"religious structure tt of the novel contribute to the effect 

of making a basically moral situation attain a "religious" 

significance. The ultimate effect is; as F. O. Matthiessen 

puts it, the revelation of James's "religion of conscious

ness".26 James's intense belief in the free consciousness--

a moral outlook--takes the place of traditional religious 

beliefs. Morality replaces religion, then, or at least 

becomes a new religion, as the following discussion of 

The Wings of. the Dove will illustrate. 



OHAPTEH. IV 

THE WINGS OF TIm DOV~ 

James's use of the religious metaphor in genBral 

and of Roman Catholicism in particular in his early fiction 
--~~-> 

performed the dual function of delineating the various 

characters' concepts of form and of emphasizing, by play

ing' on the reader! s natural appreciation of the import8.l1CG 

of religion to m811kind, the seri.ous nature of his moral 

and philosophical intentions. In 1'"l~~_ Y~i:ag§'_9.,:f . tr~e .~,p2ve., 

religion plays a somewhat different r()le~ or perhaps it 

would be m.ore accurate to saY9 a larger role, since many 

of its earlier functions are ma:i.ntained. The story of Milly 

:(1 he ale , the weal thy but doomed. American heiress who confronts 

European society~ is, on the, basic literal level, one of 

intense simplicity, if not inanity. She enters J~nglish 

society with her comp8.llion and confidante S1).san Stringham9 

and is subsequently "worked" upon by ),:lrs. Maud IJoVvder, who 

attempts to marry her off to the Englishman :Merton Denshero 

At the same time, Kate Croy, Maud!s niece, who cannot marry 

])enshe1', although they' are lovers, because he has neither 

moneYllor position, works toward the same end, so that when 

the dying Milly finally succumbs, Densher will be rich and 

they will be free to marry. The only other major character 

59 
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is Lord Mark, the rejected suitor of Kate, who falls in 

love with Milly, and who reveals the "plottl of Kate and 

Merton to her, with the result that she "turned her face 

to the wall"~ rejecting society6 Upon Milly's subsequent 

tragic death, Densher receives the coveted inheritance any-

way, but rejects both the money Elnd Kate, an:(1 carries out 

his repentC:tllce by loving the "memorytl of Milly. 

This summary, which sounds so much lilw the outline 

for a· commerciat soap-operas and v"hich indeed, on its literal 

level, is no more than that, forms the basis for what must 

be James IS rllost tlI'eligious tl novel .. For The Vhn.o's of the Dove 
~",,,,,,,,~_,,,-,",,Q~-,",,,,,,~~_,,,-,,~,, __ ,,~~_,-o 

. ~~?J.dX are not \) Instead of merely showing a character's 

confrontati.on with another society and illustrating this 

conflict by imagery of form and .religion, James goes beyond 

this by having Milly Theale confront the form and after re--

jecting it, as Christopher Newman and Isabel Archer also do, 

creating her own form, her own identitYe The'form she 

creates, ironically, is replete with religious associations 

and has, in fact, marked similarities to Roman Catholicism 

i.tself" Bu:t the important distinction is that she does this, 

as she says, by 1I0ption ll
, by "volition tl • l In a very real 

sense, then, she creates her own. religion. 

In order to arrive at an understanding of exactly 

how this novel is "religious tl in mood and intent, and how 

James is still essentially dealing with form through the 11se 
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of religious imagery and symbol, but going beyond it to pro-

mu1gate a more oomplete metaphysical outlool{, it is neoessary 

to examine the extent to which religious metaphors, symbols, 

language, and situations pervade the work, before traoing 

the prooess of Milly Theale's confrontation with form, her 

rejection of it, and her oreation of a new form, whioh, in 

spite of her tragic death, expresses the epitome of what 

Quentin Anderson calls James's "secular religion": 

To be able to believe, in his age , that the possi-
bilities of triumph and defeat, of good and evil, 
of fellowship and hatred, all lay within the human 2 
spirit, was his great strength, his secular religion. 

F. 00 Matthiessen noticed the extens~ve religious 

oontent of ~h~ Wil$.~...J21-.J:h-~_1?.2_ye tvv'O decades ago Q Commenting 

on the scene in the Swj.ss Alps in which Susan Stringham ob~ 

serves Milly on a precipice overlooking the Br~nig Pass, 

apparently !flooking down on the '1dngo.oH1S of the earth" (p ~ . 106) 

as Christ did during his three--fold temptation by' S a;t an , 

N[atthiessen mentions the existence of other religious language 

in the novel and states that; 

one thing notably absent from such a compelling image 
is any apparent awareness by James of its full religious 
implications .. 0 • at no point in the novel does he wish 
to suggest that sl18 is tempted by the devil in her choice 
of this world.3 

The latter part of Matthiessen's statement is correct in the 

sense that Milly is not tempted by the devil, but exposed to 

the temptation of constricting forms not of her own creation 

and of possession by other people. Ho\vever, to deny that 

James :i.s aware of the "full religi,ous implications" of such 
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a passage or of the many other passages, is not only to 

impute to him an ignorance of his very heritage as an artist 

in the Western tradition where "the Bible has been the great

est single influence on our literature" and in which "our 

writers) almost without exception~ have been steeped in 

Biblical imagery, phrasing EUld rhythms 114, but also to miss 

the point of the novelh 

At the other extreme from 11Iatthiessen's conservative 

attitud_e to the religious content of the work j.s Quentin 

Andersonfs imaginative but far-fetched identification of 

Milly Theale as a literal Christ·-figure, who, through her 

ascensi.on on Christmas, redeems mankind: 

In her? 8....11 indi vi. dual recapitulates a functiorl 'which in 
the days of the novelist t s grandfather had been per·,u 
formed for a.11 Christians by a designatecl mId presumably 
historical character, Jesus.5 

AndeI'son's equation of :Milly with Christ is essentially 

correct and 9 as I shall presently show, is borne out by the 

religious references in the novel o But the equation is too 

literal and Anderson fails to make clear why James makes 

this repeated thematic identification; for Anderson is more 

concerned with proving his thesis that James was influenced 

to a great extent by the transcend.ental "bootstrap myth" of 

his father than with examining closely how James uses the 

Christian imagery to emphasize the serious nature of Milly's 

experience o Other critics have mentioned the religious 

imagery,6 but no one has fully traced its development (as 

most of the comments OCCUl~ in general studies); nor has any 
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one explored the reasons for ~nd the effect of this extensive 

use of religion6 Perhaps Oscar Cargill comes the closest to 

an accurate statement of its purpose: 

There is a thickening of Christian imagery in the book 
• • • .. the reader may even be excused for thinking he 
is dealing with allegory; howeyer, it is not allegory 
but figuratiye insinuation and embellishment,,7 

The words "insinuation" and "embellisllluent ll are apt as a 

means of characterizing the nature of the identification of 

Milly ~rheale with Christ s and the development of themes of 

salYation, martyrdom and redemption., For James :i.s not es-

tablishi.ng a new religion through tUlly, but promulgating a 

moral outlook which has the intensity and importance of a 

religion, \vi thout its institutional elements & Before pro·-

ceeding to an analysis of how his outlook is presented and 

what it mee .. ns, I shall examine some of the religious references 

which form a basis for its develol)msnt and intensify its 

significance~ 

I 

The first point to note is that one of the sources 

for Milly Theale was the saint-·like Hilda of Hawthorne's 

The Marble Faun. S Hilda, who like Milly was called a If dove II , 

tended the flame at a Roman Catholic shrine in Rome, even 

though she was a Protestant. The dove-image which cormects 

the 'Gvvo heroines immediate~.y establishes a religious connot8..-

tion as well, doves traditionally being associated with the 

Holy Spirit amI spiritual feelings in general 0 Unlike Hilda, 

however~ Milly is not in the employment of the Roman Catholic 
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Church; James makes her a free spirit, controlled by no 

outside forms? at least at the beginning of the novel~ Add 

to this important literary echo the other major source for 

Milly, ~Tames f s deceased cousin :Minny Temple, and one has a 

clear idea of the importance of James's heroine -as an expression 

of his deepest feelings and his most spiritual ideas. 

Our first information about Milly is received through 

the consciousness of her companion, Susan. Shepherd~~Stringham. 

Admit~edly, Susan has an active imagination and is decidedly 

pre judiced in fe.vou.r of Milly, but from the outset, her hl1-

pressions of the girl are filled with religious langu.age and 

stress Milly's "greatness", as well as the strong ernotional 

impact she has on her confidante" Since lea-\7'j_ng New York, 

Susan feels she has had "an education in the occultlfo (P .. 92) 

Her :first impression of W[illy was like "a revelation" (p. 94-), 

atfvision" (p. 93)~ a IIstriking apparition" (p. 93), aD_d three 

times she calls Milly "the real thing". (pPo 93=5) She is 

"the potential heiress of elll the age,s" (p. 95) and "the 

charm of the creature was positively in the creature's 

greatness". (P. 98) One wonders if James is creating his 

own Moby Dick, his own great symbol, when, after many images 

of size are applied to Milly, Susan reflects that Milly could 

"stir the stream like a leviathan". (p~ 98) This propitious 

and reverent introducti_on of Milly is followed by the famous 

scene in 'v'lhich Mi.lly overlooks "the kingdoms of the earth" in 

a Christ-like manner, an image which, for Susan Shepherd 9 
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"kept the character of reveiation" 0 (p. 107) Unlike Christ, 

ho\"ever, milly's consideration of the earthly kingdoms 

"wouldn't be with a view of renouncing them" (PP. 106-7), 

but of encolmtering them and experiencj.ng all they have to 

offer. This will be her form of Christ's necessary descent 

into hello As she says to Susan; "I want abysses." (p. 149) 

~he abyss, the hell into which she descends, is that of the 

formed society of London, and her rejection of it, as well 

as her simultaneous destruction by it, completes the loose 

analogy to Christ~ in her crucifixion and her eventual re

demption of Densher. 

Other biblical and Miltonic echoes complete Susan's 

first portrayal of Milly. The effect of her companionsl1.ip .. 

is for Susan like "the taste of honey and the luxury of milk" 

(p. 103), and they move through Europe "with the world all 

before them". (p. 109) Al though vve never get as complete 

an idea of how Susan feels about Milly as in this opening 

description.~ her continuing devotion to Nlilly, or one might 

say her "discipleship", is evident throughout the novel and 

is expressed periodically in religious terms e For ex.ample, 

at Mrs. Lowder's dinner-party, the abse:nt Milly is being 

somevvhat crassly discussed by those present and the narrator 

expresses the effect of this on Susan, who that evening was 

"confined to the function of inhaling the incense" (p. 254) 

of Milly's spirit, in a religious simile: 

Milly's anxious companion sat and looke-d--looked very 



much as some spectator in an old-time circus might 
have watched the oddity of aChl"istia.n maiden in the 
arena, mildly, caressingly martyred. (p. 257) 
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~~hat Susan's devotion to llIilly is of a religious nature is 

clear when she remarks in a definite Christian echo to Densher: 

tlI've given up all to follow h!ll'." (P. 375) Similarly, the 

narrator remarks that "Susie glowed in the light of her 

justified faith" (P. 135) on Milly's entrance into society. 

Susan Shepherd t then (her very name implies some sort of 

religious connotation), establishes early in the novel the 

spirituali ty of Milly ~:heale, her beauty and impressiveness 

of character. 

Milly's effect on the other characters of the novel 

is also expressed in religious la.nguage and metaphor Q The 

most important j.nstance of this~ of course, is the continual 

characterization, by ~:lrs" Lowder, Kate Croy and Merton Densher, 

of Milly as a "dove". Generallyv they do this becau.se she 

strikes them as timid and harmless; but as Densher finally 

realizes and as the tradi -'donal connotations of the dove as 

Christian symbol imply, the term Ilmost applied to her spirit ll
•
9 

(p.382) 

It is Merton Densher whom Milly eventually "saves"~ 

and the delineation of his relationship with her adds a great 

deal to the religious atmosphere that comes to surround her. 

(Once again, it i.s worth pointing out that neither James in 

the novel nor I in my interpretation of it are attempting 
'1'"\ 

to .~.9.:~la~~. Nlilly with Christ e .LV The religious imagery, as I 
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shall show later, has an intensifying, emphasizing role; it 

makes an analogy, not an equation. The important thing at 

this point is to appreciate the pervasiveness of the religious 

imagery ; its purpose vvill be explored later in this chapter.) 

Early in their relationship, while Nfilly is still in London, 

Densher makes a comment which is ironically proleptic of 

what will eventually be the truth, and the comment is typical 

of the effect she has on those around her: ilWhat we shall 

feel for you will be much nearer wor-sA:!:!?,1I (p. 287) Similar

ly, her effect on him at her party in her palace in Venice 

becomes a religious moment: Ifhe felt her a.s diffusing 9 in 

wide warm waves, the spell of a general, a kind of beatific 

mildness 1l • (p. 378) The reason for this "beatific" appearance 

is that Milly is dressed for tbB first time in the novel in 

white, 1I111<:e Cb.rist at the moment of transfiguration. ttll 

Later, Densher, alone in Venice with her, feels that she is 

"divine in her trust, or at any rate inscrutable in her mercy", 

and one of his IItranscendent motiol'l.S-1t at this til;te is that 

"she had already more than once saved him" 0_ (PP. 398.-99)

Densher's feeling at this time that in spite of the deceptions 

and falsi ties of his relationship with Milly, "someth:Lng out-

side, beyond, above" Kate and him had Itpurged ll htm (p~ 396), 

reveals the essentially spiritual na.ture of her effect on him: 

ttMilly herse If diel everything." ( p. 396) More o-\rer, even after 

Milly has discovered the plot against her and "turned her face 

to the wall ll , Densher is forgiven by her and on his return to 
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London, his state of mind is given by the narrator in ex--

plicit religious language: 

The essence was that something had happened to him too 
beautiful and sacred to describe. He had been, to his 
recovered sense, forgiven, dedicated? blessed. (p. 469) 

That Milly, through her generous forgiveness and the gift of 

money, has somehow "saved" Densher, or at least has had some 

sort of profound spiritual effect on him, is clear from a 

passage late in the book in which he considers the "thought" 

that he has been left with by her: 

• • • he took it out of its sacred cornfH' and its soft 
wrappings; he undid them one by one, handling them 1 
handling it as a father, baffled and. tender, might 
handle a maimed child. (p. 506) . 

An image which works on several levels, the "maimed child" or 

"thonght ll which Densher treats so tenderly and keeps in "its 

sacred corner", is not only an expression of his veneration 

for Milly's memory, but implicitly connects her to Christ, 

who was born on the day she died. Finally, the letter from 

Milly which he never reads, comes to be a "revelation!! to 

him (p. 506), and he maintains a "sacred hush" in his rooms 

while attempting to "heal the ache~ in his soul ll
• (p. 506) 

In addition to the spiritual nature of her effect on 

the other characters in the novel (principally on Susan 

Shepherd and Densher), the narrator's description of Milly, 

the symbolism of the Bronzino and Veronese paintings, and 

some of her ovm cOlmnents, add. to this religious impact. 

When Milly descends to go out with. Densher after their first 

talk in London, she is dressed. all in black, wears "an 
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infinite number of yards of priceless lace" and "heavy 

rows of pearls", the lace hanging "dovm to her feet like 

the stole of a priestess". (p. 296) Throughout the novel, 

she is dressed in this monastic black manner, except, as 

mentioned earlier, at her party in Venice, where she appears 

"in a wonderful white dress" and has such a "happily per--· 

vasive" effect on Densher. (p. 379) Once again on this 

occasion she wears the long pearls, which make Kate reflect 

that "one somehow doesn't think of dove~ as bejewelled". (p.382) 

But this apparent materialistic contradiction in her costume is 

not what Kate thinks :L t is. The pearls have been carefully 

chosen by Milly as a symbol for her existence, and~ in one of 

James's most subtle strokes, tie together mallY 01' the associ·-

ations already developed. For example, in the famous Bronzino 

scene, where Milly is compared to the beautiful lady in the 

painting who is "dead, dead, deacl", and d'uring which :Milly 

has her intense moment of self-realization, James mentions 

that the lady in the portrait wears "recorded jewels". (p. 171). 

Miriam Allott has traced the original Br~nzino that James is 

using as the portrait of one Lucrezia Panciatichi, and main-

tains that, in the portrait, the lady is indeed wearing 

beads, and that there is an inscription carved. into the 

beads: !lAmour dure sans fin. ,,12 J~very time .Milly is des-

cribed for the rest of the novel she is wearing her pearls9 

in an obvious attempt to express not only her feeling of 

identification with the Brol1zino, but her "everlasting love" 
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as well. An interesting addition to this skilful symbolic 

teclmique is the fact that Kate' and Densher remark at the 

party on the fact that Milly's pearls hung dovm "so far 

. . • that Milly's trick, evidently unconscious, of holding 

anet vaguely fingering and entwining a part of it, conduced 

presumably to convenience." (po 382) The fact that these 

pearls express a spiritual meaning (at least to Milly) 

through their association with the lady in the Bronzino and 

the inscription; the generally religious appearance of Milly 

in this scene as some so:ct of priestess; and the ironic 

Jamesj_an IItone-words ll llevidently" and "presumablyll---indicate 

that Kate's judgment is perhaps incorTect, and that vrhat 

Milly is Teally dOing is saying her own form of spiritual 

rosary as she fingers the pearls. 

'I. 

The second sym.bolic pai.nting, the Veronese, with its 

(Iwarf (Susan Shepherd), and its young m8.l1 (Densher) holding 

the wine--cup to Christ (Milly) t is really a fusion of two 

Veronese paintings, 13 "J~he Su_pper in the House of Levi II and 

~lThe Marriage Feast at Cana ll ; but the i.mportant fact is that 

James has once again associated Milly with the Saviour and 

evoked a religious atmosphere for her paTty in Venice. (Also, 

it is interesting that James chooses to associate religion, 

art, and morality so closely with his heroine, in one symbols 

such as the Veronese painting or the rosary-like pearls: 

all three elements seem to coalesce in Milly.) 

Finally, Milly herself seems almost unconsciously to 
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assume religious language on various occasions. Early in 

the novel, after doubting momentarily Susan's devotion to 

her, she reflects that "she knew .... why she had 'elected' 

Susan Shepherd tl • (JameB's italics, p .. 170) On another 

occasion, she seems to use the classic Christian paradox in 

remarking to Susan: "Since I've lived all these years as , 

if I weredead y I shall die, no doubt, as if I were alive." 

(p. 158) And after her visit to the doctor, Sir Luke Strett, 

(no'te the name--Paul's physician, Luke) in his "brown old 

temple of truth" (p. 186), she evokes the almost sacramental 

nature of their talk by saying: "I feel---I can't otherVliBe 

describe it-····as if I had been on my YJ.lees to the priest w 

I've confessed and I've been absolved. II (pp .. 180-.81) 

There are many other examples of religious imagery 

and situation in the novel, many of them applied to other 

characters or to settings such as Milly's Palazzo Leporelli, 

St. Nark I s square, Aunt Iilaud' s home or IJondol1 itself. These 

will be discussed later in the chapter. But the purpose of 

the foregoing 11.as been to est8.blish firmly the extensive 

religious imagery which accrues to Hilly Theale. It is 

evident, then~ that James is using religion as a means to 

emphasize her importance, and Christ as an analogue to her 

actions in a very explicit manner. Tliis impression is strength-

eneel when one remembers, as Quentin Anderson suggests, tha-[; 

"Milly's death falls, for an apparent emblematic reason 1 on 
1 11 

Christmas",-'-' and when one notices her generally unconventioIl31, 
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indirect and symbolic presentation, in which James 

allows us to enter her consciousness only twice during the 

whole novel. It remains to be seen, however, why James 

develops so completely these connotations, what kind of 

"saviour" he considers Milly to be, and how her confrontation 

'l;vi th form and other people I s consciousnesses differs from 

the simi18,r experiences of Christopher Newman and Isabel 

Archer~ To this point, the one thing that has become clear 

is that, contrary to Matth:i.essen, James is very much aware 

,of the "full religious implications" of the pervading 

Christian imagery .. l5 

II 

The society which Milly Theale confronts in Eng18,nd 

i.s remarkably similar to the one that Christol-,ller Newman 

and Isabel Archer enter on the continent, though it j.s less 

fully dravm~ It is a formed existence, where people are 

controlled by the very forms they once created, and where 

most of the characters atte'mpt to llpossess" or control the 

consciousness of their fellow human beingsD The basic 

struggle, then, as in Th~LA~_~Eiq.~£ and ~.h~ .... ]?or;.,.-g;'ai:L..0f ~,§;.".!~s9-x., 

is between "free" 8...11.d "fixed" characters 0 Although James no 

longer uses the Roman Catholic Church as a symbol of form and 

fixi ty in 1.p.e .. W:!22g.fL""£f __ iJ~,_12£y~ (with one exception), he still' 

uses secular imagery of form itself to describe England and 

the Iffixed" characters, as well as a more general type of 

religious and institutional imagery, which evokes the earlier 



use of Roman Catholicism. After all, England is not a 

Roman Catholic COlLi1.try ~ 
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Milly images England from the beginning as a 

"packed society" (p. 138), and the country-house at Matcham 

is deseribed, in similar terms of fixity, as having a "large-. 

ness of style II and "an appointed felici tyl!, "'There, aptly, 

the most popular drink is "iced coffeell. (p. 162) When 

Kate is explaining English society to Milly, she uses a 

mechanical image which evokes its formed nature: 

The worker in one connection ,:vas the worked in another; 
it 'was as broad as it was long-·-with the whee,ls of the 
system, as might be seen, wonderfully oiled.' (P. 143) 

Later, when Milly and Kate visit Kate's sister, ftIarian 

Condrip1 who lives in comparative poverty, Milly receivBs 

the impression of a "state of things sagely perceived to be 

involved in an hier8,rchical, an aristocratic order., II (p~ 152) 

Jaraes, then, uses the same imagery to describe England that 

he formerly has use.d to describe France and Italy c> 

Sim~larly, he creates rn Aunt Maud Lovlder the same 

type bf fixed character as Madame de Bellegarde, the Marquis 

de Bellegarde, Madame Merle and Gil bert Osmond. Aunt l!Iaud 

is the great symbol of form in the novel; she controls the 

other characters' fates and becomes an almost melodramatic 

arch-fiend o Kate makes this clear early in the novel when 

she compares her to a lioness, ready to devour those who 

enter her II cage II , and continues by reflecting that: 

o • • the cage was Aunt Maud's O\Vll room, her office, 



her cOlmting-house, her ha,.ttlefield 9 her especial 
scene 9 in fine, of action, situated on the ground 
floor .. • 0 and figuring rather to our young woman 
on exit and entrance as a guardhouse, or a toll-gate. 
(P. 39) 
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The economic, military and dramatic imagery of this passage 

illustrates the powerful nature of Aunt Maud, as well as her 

rather inhuman attitudes,. her tendency to treat people as 

objects an.d possessions& She becomes~ to Kate, a "Britannia 

of the :Market Place 11, and Kate also mentions IlIaud I s "arranged 

existence". (p. 39) 

Other characters receive similar impressions of :Maud" 

For eX1:uuple, another animal image completes the lioness meta

phor when Kate mentions rilrs" Lowder's "wonclerful gilded ciaws ll 

and Densher perceptively retorts: nyou speak ~ " • as if she 

were a vulture~1i (P. 70) Kate's reply to this illustrates 

the possessive, predatorial aspect of the bId lady: 

Call it an eagle·---with a eilded. beak as well, and 
with wings for great :flights~ If she's a thing of 
the air, in short-··=say at onco a balloon--·I never 
myself got into her Car9 I was her choice •. (pP .. 70-'].) 

When Densher visits Aunt Maud s. he comments on the furniture 

of her house as "massive, flori.d ..... the immense expression 

of her signs and symbols ll (p. 72), and concludes that IInever 

••• had. he seen anythi.ng so gregariously cruelo" (po 73) 

Similarly? like Kate, he sees Mrs. LO'wder as a lioness (p. 73), 

and after his visit, remarks to Kate that Aunt Maud is: 

• • " on the scale .. .. .. of the car of Juggernaut " .. • • 
The things in your drawing-room there were like the fOJ:'ll,!-S 
of the strange idols, the mystic excrescences, with which 
one may suppose the front of the car to bristle. (Po (2) 
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The reference to the car of Juggernaut is apt as Mrs 0 IJowder 

is much like the mythological Hindu idol under whose wheels 

devotees threw themselveso 16 She demands worship, controls 

people's existence, and sets up i.n her drawing-room the 

lIidols" of her religion o As J~ Ao Ward states, 

o II 0 the frozen code of manners insti tutional:Lzed 
by Aunt Maud's society only inhibits and dilutes 
human intercourse.. It not only debases language; 
it provides approved formulae for the telling of lies& 
The basic actionS' Kate's plot, comes to epitomize the 
conspirational quality of AUllt Hfaud t s England. 17 

Milly f S entry into English society, then, is a COX1-' 

frontatio11. with form, and with the atteml)t on the part of 

Almt Maud and eventually Kate Croy as well to possess her 

consciousnesse 18 As in the earlier riovels, James illustrates 

effectively the powerfu.l nature of th1.s temptation by form; 

and the fact that Milly's end is a tragic one, shows that it 

iB di.fficult to overcome such .fixi ty * However, her abi.li ty 

to recognize her peril" to escape it~ and to construct her 

own form, represents tTames I S answer to the whole problem of 

imposed forms and the question of possession. Milly, a1-

most from the first moment of her entry into the world of Aunt 

li'Iaud and England, becomes mvare that she is being controlled 

and "formed fl in some way by those around her, and she uses 

images of size and impenetrability to express this feelingo 

At Maud's first dinner--party, where the Bishop of 

Murrum, symbolizing the Church as institution, sits at :Maud IS 

right hand, (po 121) Milly mistakenly feels 

Mrs. Lowder as a person of whom the mind might in 
two or three days roughly make a circuit 0 ' She v'lould 
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sit there massive, at least, while one attempted it. 
(p. 122) 

It is impossible, of course, to "make a circuit" of this 

lady, as l\Ully soon discovers: one either submits to her 

IImassive ll self or rejects her completely. Milly rapidly 

commences to apply more and more images of form and control 

to Aunt Maud and feels that °rlIrs. Lowder grew somehow more 
f'YlOI"€ 

stout and1instituted8" (p. 130) This, of course, is ex-

actly what Aunt Maud is--an institution, formed by tradition 

and restraint. Other impre'ssiol1s follow these. Milly sees 

Maud as "a capacious receptacle, originally perhaps loose, 

but now drawn as tightly as possible over its accmnu1ated 

contents-·-a packed mass • • $ of curious detail." (p. 136) 

The lIpacked mass" of Maud recalls the earlier reference to 

England as a "packed society". (p. 138) At Matcham, Milly 

observes the way ~ilaud seems to control those arOlmd hert 

almost like a weaver, blending different colours into a 

finished artifact entirely of her own design, and she mar-· 

ve1s in particular at the passive acceptance of this 1)y 

Lord Mark: 

Aunt Maud's free-.moving' shuttle took a length of him at 
rhythmic intervals; anel one of the intermixed truths 
that fluttered across to Milly was that he ever so 
consentil1g1y knew he was being worked in. (p. 166) 

Milly, however, begins to feel the pressure of Aunt Maud's 

"looming 'personality'll (p. 39) on her own freedom and to 

rebel against it: 

Milly herself • • • was • • 0 really conscious of the 
enveloping flap of a protective mantle, a shelter with 



the weight of an eastern carpet. An eastern carpet, 
for wishing--purposes of one' s own~ was a thing to be 
on rather than under. (pP. 167-68) 

Milly has already felt as if Lord IVlark wanted to 
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deprive her of her freedom. It has seemed to her "as if 

she and her like were the chief' of his diet 11 (P .. 124), and 

"she was more and more sharply conscious of having been 

popped into the compartment in which she v.ras to travel for 

him~1I (p. 128) When rifaud's behaviour strikes her as 

similar to Lord Mark's, the sensitive young girl is insulted 

and she asks herself saroastically, on perceiving that Aunt 

" " Maud "too wished to take care of her", "wasn't l.t '§:"y~~~.J2£es. 

what all the people with the kind eyes were wishing'?" (p. 171) 

These images of form and possession, then, build up until 

Aunt Maud's 1Ipolished pressure" (p. 206) brings Hilly to the 

point 'where she must give in or rebel ~ 

Her full avvareness of her manipulated existence oomes 

when she realizes that IIshe was still in a ourrent determined 

••• by others; that not she but the current acted and that 

somebody else, always, was the keeper of the lock or the dam." 

(p. 209) Twice she refleots that 1I she knew herself dealt with!! 

(pp. 210, 223), IIhandled"·. (P. 223) It is after her visit 

to Sir Luke Strett, the physician, where she receives the 

advice to "be as active as you can and as you like" (p. 190)~ 

that she summons the strength to escape this controlled 

state and decides to reverse the roles: "she vvould affirm, 

without delay, her option, her volition." (p. 191) It is 
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significant, with reference to the religious imagery dis-

cussed earlier in thj.s chapter, that after this active de--

cision Milly says, " I feel e 0 ~ as if I had been, on my 

knees, to the priest .. · I've confessed and I've been absolved." 

(p. 180) From this pOint, Milly possesses her freedom and 

controls her ovm fate" 19 It j.s what she does with this free-

dom, or what she iS 9 paradoxically~ forced to do (because of 

her illness and the vv.lgar intentions of English society), 

'bhat is worth a close examination and which will constitute 

the remainder of this chapter .. 

Milly's forcecl retreat from England seemB at first 

to represent a surrender tOy or at least a d.efeat by-? the 

world of form that exists there e' In that sense, it is analo

gous to Christopher Nevvma:rl 18 solitary sadness after his 108s 

of Claire de C:i.ntre' and his o.efeat by Madame de BellegarCl.e, 

and to Isabel Archer's return to Italy a..n.d_ the fixed world 

of Gill)ert Osmond~ ~ . .J'£.=i:r'';;£'2...2.f .. ~the _I?oy.~ is similar to these 

earlier novels in its "unhappy" literal ending and in the 

apparent defeat of its American protagoniste Indeed f it 

seems even more tragic in that instead of the loss of a loved 

one, or an unhappy marriage~ the result is that Milly dies 

as well as losing Densher and being betrayed by Kate and 

Densher G But tTames's novels have not only a literal, "plot" 

level, but an emblematic one as well. (Even in The Am~~ 

and Tll~_K£E.trai t this level exists, and balances to an extent 

the apparent defeat of Nevooan and Isabel.) The pervasive 
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Christian imagery discussed earlier supports this contention, 

and at this point the meaning of Milly's deliberate and C011S·-

cious seclusion in Venice demill1ds consideration; for it does 

seem to represent a more positive solution to the problem of 
/ 

-form and it is evident even from the literal denouement of -.-..... ~........, .... ----
the novel that her action is not without positive results, 

as, eventually, it somehow "saves ll Densher and acquires an 

intensely symbolic sp:Lri tual significance" 

The images associated with Milly's home in Venice~ 

the Palazzo Leporelli, are almost all religious or "formll 

images and a close examination of their context and signifi

cance may help to define what James is emble~natically pro·~ 

mulgating in using the palace as an important symbol" ~~he 

point to keep in mind is that Milly freely and consciously 

secludes herself in the palace, as a: means of maintaining 

a state of freedom from possession by others o 

In the first place 9 the name "Leporelli". itself 

has a certain mecll1ing, as does Osmond's Palazzo Roccanera in 

!!l~."P0..l't~~t of~..9-~]Ja~;y'o 20 The sound "lepor" at the beginning 

is a pun on IIleperll, and this association synthesizes nea-t.ly 

the fact that Milly is a dying person and the religious stories 

commonly evoked, such as Christ's healing of the lepers,,2l 

The palace is continually described through religious imagery .. 

I II Lorc1 JilIark exclaims, on entering: "What a temple to taste • . ~. 

(p. 331) And Susan Shepherd state~ that it is "one of the 

courts of heaven, the court of an angel • e e beyond any book", 
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calling Milly "the great and only princess ll (p. 377), as 

she does throughout' the novel~ The palace has IIgothic 

arches" (p. 333), and has been flpreserved and consecrated" 

by its former tenants. (p. 323) It becomes a cloister for 

Milly, with all the characteristics ·and atmosphere of a 

church, in which Milly is a sort of nun.-priest, as this 

passage mal~es clear: 

Palazzo I/ep-orelli held its history still in its 
. great lap, even like a painted idol, a solemn. 
puppet hung about with decorations ~ Hlmg about 
with pictures 81ld relics, the rich Venetian past, 
the ineffaceable character, was here the presence 
revered and served ~ 0 IJ awkward novice though 
she mi9h~ .. b~ '. I\lj .. lly mov~;d ~lowly to an~ fro as 
the prle",tess of the WOJ.shJ.po \Pp~ 32~-24) 

Milly carries oU't her role of "pr:i.estess l1 in an almost 

ri tualistic manner 0 While JJord JVIark visits her, she falls 

t; 1 1 ( 7';':'7.)' .l..t't d nt' t . 0 leI' mees p .. :J.n In 811 au -J. u e 0:[ prayer, rylng -'0 

regain both physical and spiritual strength against the 

onslaught of this representative of the exterior Vlorld of 

form" On the nigb.t of her :r:arty, where she allPears for the 

first time dressed, as the Dove, j.n white~ and when she is 

compared implici tl~l. to the Christ of Veronese's "Marriage 

Feast at Cana" , her guests notice that there Il were even 

more candles than their friend's common allowance ll and that 

they Illighted up the pervasive mystery of style". (po 371) 

The symbolic candles illuminate an evening during which, \-vi th 

all the religious imagery used, IIMilly has become", as 

Laurence Holland says: 

the sacrament, the sacred thing, prefigured :i.n the 
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temple, histories, and legends which the novel evokes, 
but embodied now in its stricken heroine, the treasure 
dove and muse of James's imagil1.ation. 22 

Similarly, Re Wo B. Lewis discusses the ethereal nature of 

Milly's appear.ance on this occasion and evokes the mystical 

nature of the whole scene, when he mentions Milly's smiling 

glance at Kate and Densher across the room: 

If inanimate things are the elements by which James 
renders what Dante called the tropological or moral 
mecming of his story; and if the historical or a11e-

.gorical dimension is revealed in what the conflict of 
consciousness can do to revitalize institutions his
torically drained of importance; then Milly" s smile ~ 
lik':) that of Beatrice, gives a piercing glimpse of the 
anagogue., 23 

Moreover, James emphasizes that Milly is aware of this spirit

ual, mystical element in her existence in Vellice 1 when he 

givBs one of tb~ rare glimpses into her consciousness during 

this time: 

• • .. the idea became an image of never going down, of 
remalnlng aloft in the divine 9 dustless air 7 where she 
would hear but the plash of the water against stone. (p.332) 

She no longer descends from her sym.bolic secoIld-·floor room. 

Finally, to complete the religious imagery connected with the 

1 tb a .L t th + II 1 .. I. • '1; he pa ace, .e n rra vor cornmen s . a v S 1e was lE:. J.·0, as J.n 

ark of her deluge o
ll (p~ 329) This extremely apt simile 

connotes the theme of death as well as that of baptism, and 

associated with the continual Christian imagery applied to 

Milly, it is evident that James wants to emphasize the fact 

that, like Noah and Jesus, Milly will, in a spiritual sense 

at least, survi ve -the 

Palazzo Leporelli. 

"deluge!! because of her Hark" the , 
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Milly ~ then, has created in the Palazzo JJeporelli 

her own church, religion and salvation e The institutional 

imagery assoctated with the palace, however, is no longer 

pejorative, as was the imagery of Roman Catholicism and 

insti tutions in ~h~~ and .~~.fQ.~·tr§:i t; for Milly 

has created her ovm form, independently and freely and has 

not allow"ed it to be imposed upon her from outside & She 

typifies, in spite of her illness and the tragedy of her 

manipulation by Kate and Densher, the Jamesian "paradox of 

24 personal limitation as the only ground for personal freedom."-

She becomes, to a greater degree than James's other heroines, 

the exemp1ar of his persistent theme of the Ilyoung girl as 

the arbiter of values formerly watched over by organized 

1 · . - ,,25 re 19J.ons $ 

In addition to the use of institutional, religious 

imagery to descrj.be the meanillg of the Palazzo Leporell:L and 

Milly!s retreat into it9 James uses more secu.lar imagery of 

form as well. Milly says to ]jord Mark in reference to the 

palace: IIThis is more, as youS:"'-Y,"i-~~re..9 my form~ll (p. 335) 

She also C01IUl1ents to Susan Shepherd: lilt will become my 

great gilded shell o " (p. 336) Moreover, the narrator states 

that she saw her existence in the palace as one of deliberate 
II 

maintenance of forms: ,She wore it as a general armour." 

(P. 328) To dispel any feeling that the Palazzo 1Jepore11i 

is more like a prison than a place of freedom~ the narrator 

reiterates ,Milly! s paradoxical state of independence expli·= 

citly: "it wasn't therefore, within f-3uch walls 9 confinement, 
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j. t was the freedom of all the centuries 6" (p. 351) Milly's 

existence, then, like Christ's, is one of healthy paradox---

life in death, freedom in confinement~ When the narrator 

characterizes succinctly her state as one of "caged freedom" 

(po 346), James shows a deep insight into the paradox of the 

human situation: even though we appear to be determinstical-

ly controlled and imprisoned by fate 9 there remains the 

possihili ty of freedom. As :Mathieu in Sartre' s ~~~9-e. 

B§:.:J.d9.n exclaims, in a classic Sartrean paradox: "c.T~ .. _suiE'!-

26 gans_,.Ju],e .Q.0.g~ sans .J2arrea}l..~o II (a statement remarkably remin-

iscent of MLLlyt s "caged freedom.") 

The result~ then, of Milly's "confinement" in the 

Venetian palace i.El a paradoxical freedom from form tr .... :rough 

the active creation of a personal form. She escapes the re-

strictions inherent in Maud I s fixed society 9 and as Jean Kim-

ball says, her life is Itjustif:i.ed 9 not by the use whioh others 

make of it, but by her own entirely subjective ~ -entirely in~~ 

ward development of her self" 1127 Her rejection of conven· .. 

tion epitomizes what Quentin Anderson explains as the importcmt 

Jamesian concept that;: 

there were two ways of taking • e & experience, the 
selfish way and the loving waYt and those who took it 
in the former, accepted conventional forms, while those 
who took it :Ln the latter, made their own forms, and 
arrived at a style whioh was a worthy container of all 
that was worthy ancl no ble <> 28 

The extensive Christian imagery traced at the begiYl..ning 

of this chapter, which has the effect of making an analogy be·~ 

tween Milly and Christ, emphasizes ~hereforet as i.t does in 
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!h~~E~.rt.£~ and The Portr:ai t, the seriousness of Milly's 

action, elevating the moral content of the book to a sort 

of "secular religion".29 But the analogy to Christ and 

Milly's creation of her OvID form have a second role·~~~the 

effect she ultimately has on Merton Densher o For the very 

structure of the novel involves Densher's movem.ent from a 

"worship 11 of Kate Croy to a I1 worship 11 of MiD.y, and this_ 

movement is also catalogued through the use of iinagery of 

form and fixity, as vvell as the occasional use of' religious 

symbolism and metaphor. 30 

Kate Croy, though in a much more complex and less 

transparent manner,31 is ultimately associated' \-vith Aunt 

Maud and JJord Mark (the worlel of form), for she attempts~ to 

"possess II Densher and use Idilly for her own purposes.. The 

imagery makes this clear', as Densher' gradually beoomes aware 

of his "so extremely manipulated state" 9 Kate's "management 

of him", and the faot that he is "perpetually bent to her 

will" ~ (p. 352) ~L'vvioe he men'tions that he is confined in 

"a oircle of petticoatsll (pp" 376, 432), and that "they all 

came together round him". (po 386) The IIwondrous silken 

web ll (P. 273) of :!.ntrigue Into which Kate persuades him to 

enter, will eventually alienate him from her completely .. 

He begins to notice the oharaoteristios she possesses that 

bind her to a sooiety of fixity and restriotion-- lI her imper·-

turbable oonsistenoy", "the finest, shade of studied seren:L ty" 

(po 4·71), her "decorum" and "self-·command ll (po 449). She 
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speaks, as do JYIadame de Bellegarde and Gilbert Osmond, "wi.th 

a beautiful authority" (po 461), and has "the cold glow of 

an .idea". (p 0 385) This "formal" behaviour is not the 

freely created form of Milly; on t~B contrary, as Densher 

realizes, it has been ":Lmposed by tradition" •. (p. 251) 

Stage metaphors are continually applied to Kate to complete 

this effect. The result of this realization is that Densher 

"eeased to be free with Kate ll
" (po 465) 

In spi.te of this, however y Densher remains tied to 

Kate, and· continues to love her, as well as partioipating 

with her in the plot against !v'(illy, "the effort to dehumanize 

another person by imprisoning and is.olating hiD in the 

Beaut:Lf'ul ll
•
32 James stresses that the attraction between 

Densher and Kate is exclusively a physical one, and in Kate's 

case, that 'she is motivatecl by materialistic concerns. This 

is symbolized by the fact that Kate. has intercourse with hi.m 

i.n his rooms in Venice, and his worship for Kate l.s conveyed 

by means of' suitably religious language as he venerates the 

memory of that event: "What had come to pass within his walls" 

(p. 393) becomes "a treasure., kept at home, in safety and sanc~· 

tity". (p. 394·) His rooms become a "worn shrine" (po 420), 

and the growing antithesis between the spiritual Milly and 

the worldly Kate is indicated by the fact that Denshel" cannot 

stand the idea of Milly coming there: "he couldn't, for his 

life, have opened the door to a third person. Such a person 
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would have. _ .• profaned his secret." (Pe 395) 

The nature of their relationship is emblematically 

typified by the only specific use of Roman Catholicism in 

the novel. The morning they spend in St. Mar1<:' s Square in 

Venice, with the great cathedral of st. Mark's looming above 

them, is rich in evocative meaning & It is during this scene, 

first of all, that Densher asks Kate to come to his rooms, 

and as Cargill states, "we must note the element of blasphemy 

in their assignation ll ,33 as they have just left the church 

itself. Later in the novel, James describes the .P.1:-.§:z,g;~ as 

"like a great drawing-Toom, the drawing-room of Europe". 

(p. 412) This simile reveals his at~itude to the scene as 

well as recalling the fact that Mau.d t S dravving-·room has been 

described in terms of form and rigidity~ Thus Kate never 

leaves the formed existence of the English c1rawing-·room 9 

and the great "form" of the Roman Catholic Church looms above 

them, symbolizing the way she and Densher are controlled by, 

and subject·to~ form. st. Mark's also provides an effective 

contrast to the independent form created by Milly nearby in 

the Palazzo Leporelli. 

Thus s Densher remains, nearly to the end of the book, 

possessed by Kateo In their last scene, he feels that he 

"might have been swaying a little, aloft, as one of the ob

jects in her poised basket". (p. 505) But, at the same time 

he has begun to change to the more spiritual worship of Milly? 

because of her Christ-like actions~ He has two different kinds 



of love, as Anderson poin-ts out: 

When -they meet in London, Kate says that Densher has 
fallen in love with Milly, but this :Ls not the fact, 
since it implies that he has fallen out of love with 
Kate. llather, he has found another kind. of 10ve.34 
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James chooses not to portray exactly how Densher 

changes from physical love for Kate to a form of spiritual 

love for Milly, as he does not include the final scene be-

t'ween the dying Milly and Densher in the Palazzo Leporelli & 

But Densher's gradual realization about Kate I s IIfixed lt charac··· 

ter and his feeling that she controls him, are clues to at 

least the reasons for his rejection of her. 'His "salv'ation" 

by Milly, is however a more mystical event, and a precise 

understanding of its nature arises only on close examination 

of the religious imagery of the latter part of the novel" 

(This movement toward Milly and away from Kate is also indi-· 

cated by more literal facts, s.uch as Densher's refusal to lie 

to Milly any longer. Go 34~), his depressecl mood in Venice 9 

h:i.s talks \vi th Maud in London, and, of course, his refusal to 

take Milly's inheritance.) Milly's character has given him 

a feeling of IIpurificationlt (po 415), and her memory becomes 

"something I feel as sacred"'. (P. 499) His final interview 

with Idilly takes on added significance when the narrator 

states that: 

the essence was that something had happened to him too 
beautiful and too sacred to describe o He had been, to 
his recovered sense, forgiven, dedicated, blessed." (Po 469) 

This feelj .. ng, cOlnbinec1 vvi.th tIle Crtiistian iL18"gery applied to 
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Milly, evokes the intense nature of his "conversion" to 

Milly. Finally, the tlrevelation" (p. 476) of Milly's death~ 

which symbolically arrives on Christmas morning, results in 

a sort of rebirth, as he is finally freed by Milly and re--

fuses both Kate and the inheritance. The same morning, he 

enters the Brompton Oratory (liThe Oratory, in short, to make 

him right, would do. II f fR. 48i}), where a Christmas service is 

taking place. This apparently paradoxical action (for it 

seems that he is once more submi ttin.g t.o form) does not 

imply that he is becoming a convert to :Lnstitutionalized 

religion; on the contrary James simply "uses this vis:Lt as 

a symbol of his dedication to a new way of life.,,35 The 

Oratory "would do", but the memory of Milly is the im.:portant 

factor in his life at this pointo 

Milly's ability to make her' own form, her 0\\1.0. insti-

tution, then, is not the only positj.ve element of the novel. 

Her freedom genBrates more freedoffi y as Densher finally is 

able to esc8,pe Kate 0 For once, James allows morality and 

spirituality to triumph over greed and form, at least on the 

emblematic level, although the death of Milly, and Densher's 

apparent unhappy future imply that James's pessimistic ten-

dencies make the victory only a moral ones 

The Win.as of the Dove is a "religious novel ll because _,_~ .. ,~~_Q_",c.~~, __ .• _ ... ____ -~ __ 

of the positive spiritual-moral values that James develops 

through Milly Theale. Whereas in The AmericaJl and The Portrait 

0L=~~§l:..<1Y:., he uses religion primarily for symbolic purposes 
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to contrast moral outlooks and national characteristics, in 

this novel, he so pervades :L t with religious elements that 

it attains the level of "secular relig:Lon". The basic move-

ment of the novel is the same as the other two works-~-the con-

frontation with form of an innocent ·.American, and the pro-· 

blems which arise from that conflicto However, in Milly's 

case, form is defeated through the construction of a new 

form--James's answer to conventions such as the Roman Catholic 

Chu.rch.. Cargill considers the novel "a sort of modern equiva-

len-I- o..L-O tl a D·· C -. d 113 6 . tl ... t· tr t _v lv ......:l.:..Y21lL....,2J~1£...X. , ·le comparlson lS JUS lJ1. da-

. Milly combines the redemptive guali ties of Christ (on an en·

tirely m.oral level, let me once again stress) wi.th the spb:'i·-

tual beauty of Beatrice" 



CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study has been to explore 

the extent, the effect, and the intent of James's use of 

Roman Catholicism and religion in general, as well as: the 

important relationship between Roman Catholicism and the 

Jamesi,an concept of form, in three of James IS maj or novels" 

Similar treatment and attitudes are manifested in the rest 

of James I s novels, as well as in the short stories .,1 In 

spite of the limited scope of this discussion it is 

possible to posit a fevv conclusions" with the understanding 

that a more complete examina.tion of J'ames IS relationsh:i.p to 

and use of religion is needed, especially in the context of 

the Puritan tradition and the essentially "mythic ll nature 

of American literature. 

The three n:ovels examined reveal a chronological 

development' in both James's attitude toward form and b.is 

use of religious imagery to convey it. In Jll~Jh@~!:,ic..§Y.~, 

the antithesis between form .and freedom i.s stark and Roman 

Catholicism is used simply as a means of characterizing 

European social manners. James emphasizes the powerful, 

seductive nature of form in this early "'lork, as the Belle

garde family, the symbols of form and staunch Roman Catholics, 

are able to control the fate of Claire cle Cintre and 
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Christopher Newman. The novel ends tragically, with Claire 

in a convent, and Newman alone, enjoying only a moral vic

tory. Similarly, in ~~ii of_y_. Lady, Isabel Archer's 

confrontation with the formed society of Europe ends un.-

happily; but although form is shown to be even more powerful 

and destructive in the rigid figure of Gilbert Osmond? 

Isabel's free spirit, as well as the independence and self

lessness of Ralph Touchett, effectively counter it" Milly 

Theale of T~_. Wi~g;LS>.,~L.~.h~~-12Q:ve., however, completes a pro

cess which James chose only to show as a nascent possibility 

in the other two novels" She confronts form, learns its 

rigid power and is able to defeat it ultimately, by the free 

and independent construction of new forms. For J'ames, form 

can only be defeated by the establislnnent of new forme 

In all of these novels, Jam8's associates the Homan 

Catholic Church,. along with other symbols, with the concept 

of restrictive form, or the old form, the one which must be --- . 

destroyed~ In the cases where new forms are created and con-

vention defeated, he invests the whole process v-lith Christian 

imagery to balance the institutional religious imagery COIl-

nected with form$ Images' of Roma.n Catholicism, then, con-

stitute a continuing basis for the depiction of form, and 

thus are central to the concept v.Thich stallds as an anti-

thetical polarity to James's idea of the free consciousness, 

and hence are central as well to the vlhole question of James' 

moral ideas. 
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This study has traced' James's use of Roman. Catholic 

imagery and symbol in l~~~ic_~g, ~)le P0l'~._o.1 __ ?l- La.§x. 

an.d Th~ JVin~.<.?f ... :t:g..~_ Dove, in an attempt to define more fully 

the Jamesj.an concept of form, to illustrate the effects 

-achieved by the utilization of religious imagery, and to 

develop Quentin Anderson's idea of James's "secular religion ll
, 

the result of an individual's independent establishment of 

personal forms. To repeat, even though it is apparent that 

he objected to at least the institutional aspects of the 

Church, James's own attitude toward Catholicism .l2.~};'_se is 

irrelevant in this examination; what is importa.nt is the 

g£§9.j]J~<?~?~l use James made of Roman Catholicism ana. other forms 

of religious imagery within the novels themselves" 

Three basic 'uses have been clistinguished: (l) The 

criticism of conventional form by associating pejo:'cative, 

restrictive connotations with Rom.an Catholicism and those 

characters \'1116' are subjected to it and other social and 

religious institutions o (2) James's creation of his own 

II secular religion" by investing such characters as Isabel 

Archer and Milly Theale with Christian image.ry~ (3) The 

emphasizing of moral situations and character through the 

use of analogous Christian imagerYo2 

James's intense belief in the freedom of the indi-

vidual consciousness is his optimism, his hopeful message; 

j.t is baianced, however, by a realistic and stark presenta

tion of the powerful influence of form and convention in 
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society, as one realizes when one recalls the tragic 

fate of many of his heroes. This double awareness of the 

possibilities and rea.lities of man's condition is existen

tia.l in nature and seems proleptic of Sartre's concept of 

man's "caged freedom".3 The rigid forms which control James's 

protagonists are the "cages" from which they must escape 

into a condition of freedom. 



FOOTNOTES (CHAPTER I) 

1The choice.of novels is based on three factors: (1) 
Chronological development. (2) The use of religious imagery 
and the hero's attitude toward f.orm botlL undergo explicit 
development from one novel to another 0 _ (3) Studies have a1-
ready been published on the religious imagery of The Golden 
Bowl and The Princess Casamassima. (see n. 1, ConclUSIon:) 
The-easilyava11able teXtsChoSe11 are identified on p. 107 .. 

2See Marius Bewley, Th~.21P.~91-~.Fat.~ (London, 1952), 
for a discussion of James's debt to Hawthorne. 

3".All the Jameses were religious.," William TroYII 
"The Altar of Henry James", 22he __ gy~.:tio£..._~..£Jle!~2£l.IQ.~§_, eO." 
F. W~ Dupee (London, 1947), p. 274. 

4Cf • To S., Eliot: 
could violate ito Ii "On 
~!ie !l., p • 125 (I 

"He had a mind so fine that no idea 
HenrJr J aIDe s II, ~Q~~.,.!;'?1i2L!-_ of Jlep.r.}L 

5Henry James, The Letter~...2..f,.lI_e:q-r.r .. Jame,E.9 ed~ Percy 
Lubboek (New York~ 192"Of;' p. 111~ {Januar·y 2, 1885) 

6Henry James t NO~..,.2.L . .§:.., SO~§22.sl~!'..2_ip~".;,~ (London, 1914), 
p. 158. 

7 . 
~.~,!i~, p. 170. (July 23, 1890) 

8Henry James, "Is There a Life After Death?!!, The 
;!ameJl'}fa~.:JJJ?:, ed. Po 0:0 Matthiessen (New York f 1961"),-'po 608., 

91J?jA~, p. 611. 

lOIbid" p. 613. ---- , 
IlGraham Greene "Henry James: The Religi.ous Aspect ", 

~~~ .. :L.QhiJ-dhoC?_Q.. (London, 1951), p ~ 33 .. 

12Ibid", p$ 36. 
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13I "!?2: d • t p. 32. 

14~tter~, po 25. (October 30, 1869) 

15 Greene, p. 33 .. 

16The Ambassador~ (Cambridge, 1960), po 179. 
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17 Greene, p. 38. I will try to show later that James 
did, in fact, organize his ovvn system, or at leas'b that he 
held very firm beliefs, with a tlreligious ll fervor, about 
the nature of man's freedom. 

18American Literature, XXX (1958)~ 89-102 .. .. -.... ~-,,-.,.------~------......... - ..... 

19See Robert Gale, ~h~_~p.-.:Ll!!lage : ___ !1£.urillye ~f!.§~~;..~&£ 
J-n _t]~Jl..9ti.2!2--£f H~Y_L~. \ Chapel Hill, 196"4} , po 157 .. 

20Quoted from B2~!-,j·cJs._!IudsgG£ by Slabey, p ~ 99 D 

21~thE':... Po]'..:l;r§.ll...QJ~:_§:...lB2~ (New York, 1966), p~ 577;- and 
1'he ~.Uotebooks 0:L){en~~y __ Ja~le~~, ed o F. O. Matthiessen and 
Kemleth B .. Murclock-n~ew York) 1961), po 150 

22Quoted from E£.cleric.k Husl§...r~l~ by Slabey s p e 99 ~ 

23Henry James, ·1~1§ln 1iol~rs. (New York, 1959) t po 144" 

24The Ambassadors, po 39(> --...... -~."".-.... "--.............. --~.--

25Italiarl. Hours, p. 90 (\ All other quotations will be 
from thIs 'editloilaiic1 page references will follow the quotations. 

26Excluding, of course, Quentin Anderson's book, 
~!!ler=h.9~~.!L.Henrx James (New Jersey, 1957) ~ Anderson's 
treatment, hovrever, originates in the philosophical beliefs 
of Henry James senior, and only arrives at a definitiQn of 
James's "religion" through SVfedenborgianism and. transcendentalism, 
with no mention of Roman Catholicism .. 

27(Chapel Hill, 1964), pp. 148-66. 

28Ibid ., p. 156. 



29Ib1d ., p .. 158. 

30Ibid. p. 161. -.-- , 
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31 J!' or example, the imagery of imprisonment associated 
with the convents to which Claire de Cintre of The American 
and Pansy Osmond of .TI2.~_J?,2.:p_1raii of...E:_L~ are cond8iiiUecr;.-

32Gale , p. 166. 

33In contrast to the vievrs of Slabey, Greene and Gale, 
and illustrating the muddle that exists concerning J'ames t s 
religious outlook, are those critics \vho feel that James was 
a Protestant, firroJ.y entrenched in the American Puritan 
tradition: Randall Stewart~ ~,l1~~Literat.2;!:.?~~~l._Qhl::~..§.ihlr~ 
poc~!:,j..E.e (Baton Rouge, 1963), pp. 1(;:7; cr:-B: Cox, .Tl?-e !rE!e 
¥.:e2-.!~~! rL?~don, 19

r

63), p. ~9· and ~. Ie M. St~wa~t) ,~:!. 
V[odern l'!E.~ . .t~rs. (Oxford, 1903), p. 76. J" I" M. stewart, J..n 
spite of saying that James is a Puritan, feels simultaneously 
that James paid no attention to religious matters: 

Elor James the Christian religion appears to have meant 
Ii ttle more than cathedrals and mild social con:venience; 
it certainly figu.res most f~cequently as a means of wi th-> 
drawing lmwanted members of a house-party from the scene 
on a Sunday morning and it seldom plays much part on 
the occasion of more definite exits. (ppo 107-8) 

Cf. also F. R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (New York, 1964)9 
p" 163: "There was. nowIiEtre-:lil"hIEtworlc~t11at preoccupation 
with ultimate sanctions which we may call religious o

ll 

35Ibid ., p. 27. 

37This is not to say that James objects to the form itself~ 
It is the individual's relationship to form which is signifi
cant. The person who is controlled by external forms is no 
longer free. Cf 0 Frederick Crews, ~h~t~~£~. of. M~1Yl;~~ 
(New York, 1951), p. 83: IIThere is no reason why social 
forms cannot be worked. for good as well as evil ends e " 



FOOTNOTES (CHAPTER II) 

? -
-The_~~en~~UIE;!u:,y.J.am2'§. (London, 1960), p. 45. 

3Later in this chapter (see p~ 33 and n. 12) I will 
question whether any character in the novel beside Nevmlan is 
really a "free" character. 

4'The American (Ne'w York9 1966), p. 166. All other 
quotatiOiw-'\'iill-be from this edition and page references will 
follow the quotation. 

5For example: "The marquis walked up and down in 
silence like a sentinel at the door of some smooth·-fronted 
citadel of the proprietieso" (p. 174) This is not a speci
fically religious metaphor, but it still betrays the same ob= 
session with form and "appearances"" Also, phrases such as 
"attitude of formal expectancy", (P. 147) when applied to Ur-
bain, contribute to this effec;t of rigic1i ty 0 One's expec-
tancy is not usually II formal " , but either relaxed and ho;;>efu1 
or at least fearful e 

6 James, of course, is not writing a "religious novel" 
~Y any means, except in so far as he possesses and explores 
1n his char0cters what Matthiessen calls a "religion of 
conscioD.sness"; he is, on the other he",nd, usi,ng a convenient 
and concrete image to illustrate a moral situation, and al
though he does not attack religion as suchy he is incisivBly 
critical toward the worship of form itself~ which is typified 
in the Bellegarde's attitude·to their ChuJ'ch~ At this stage~ 
James is a combination of social satirists moralist, and de·,· 
fender of Americanism; his "religious novels" have yet to be 
writteno 

7With respect to Claire's decision to become a nun 9 
Oscar Cargill exclaims that it is James's: -

greatest failure in the book " • • • Least of all did 
James properly prepare us for Claire's decision to 
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seek refuge in a convent • • • e James should have early 
given us intimation of her spiritual dedication, of her 
propensity toward asceticism. It is as though e _ • 

the novelist lacked a sense of the convent as refuge and 
the religious life as a vocation. Newman, who had not 
been deeply disturbed at the prospect of marrying a 
Catholic~-which would have been a very momentous issue 
with most of his Protestant contemporaries in ].868~ reacts 
from her announcement ••• with characteristic Protestant 
horror, not ul1shared, seemingly, by his cJ;:eator. 
(Jhe-B.~.ls._"2.LHe!}£x._L~~.§. Mew York, 196] Pp. 51-2) 

On the contrary, I believe, James carefully prepares the 
reader, and as we have seen, Newman himself, for Claire's 
decision.. Newman has already imagined the Bellegarde house 
and estate respectively as a convent and. a peni.tentiary, and 
in the very scene in which Claire makes her am1.ouncement, 
images of stiffness, form and coldness are prevalent. More
over, newman, on first entering F1eurieres, notices the 
"monastic rigidity in her dress II and that "her touch was por~
tentously lifeless". (p~ 271) As we have seen, James 
has been careful throughout the novel to delineate the Roman 
Catholic background of the whole Bellegarde fami.ly and of 
Claire in particular.. She spent her childhood in a convent 
and our only image of her outside the Bellegarde home is of 
her meeting with JVfrs" Tristram as Clo.ire leaves confession 
at the Church of St. Sulpice. Her brother Valentin confirms 
her religious tendencies when he says that "unhappiness is 
according as one takes things and Claire takes them accord.ing 
to some receipt communicated to her by the Blessed Virgin in 
a vision ll

• (p. lO~~) There are· other attestations and images 
of Claire's religious nature. (cf. pp_ 75, 102) As for 
Cargill's accusation that James's attitude is one of a IIgeneral 
anticlericism ll (p. 52), it Vlould lie more precise to say that 
James is against the subjection of any individual to form 
and that within the context of The American, Claire is 
f9rced by her background and thetr78:-dltiOns of her family to 
become a nun. As for what Cargill cellls the "Protestant 
hor1"or ll of Newman and James, it mu.st be reiterated that, in 
spite of James's general d·erogatory outlook toward H.oman 
Catholicism, it is the subjection to form, not the religious 
life itself, whioh James abhors. Newman himself seems to 
recognize this: IIBut it was one thing to be a Catholic, and 
another to turn nun ••.• " (p. 282) Cargill correctly 
perceives James's skepticism regarding the Churoh, but fails 
to see the reasons for it, and for James's use of the Church 
as metaphor and symbol for part of man's spiritual condition. 
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8l1Duelling, which kills Valentin, is a mystery to 
Newman just as are the social customs which deprive him of 
Claire and both are founded upon history and tradition." 
(Poirier, p. 91) 

9Selecj;..§l_9-.~~~"§,, 11p. 98-9. 

IOCf. E. Mo Forster ' s use of telegrams as symbols 
of restriction, anger and lack of imagination in Hoyv§-rd.~ ... ~_l~.nC!.. 

IlOther images of form are completed in the scene at 
Notre Dame. Early in the novel, Newman had said that he had 
never read a novele Immersed in the Bellegarde situation, 
he feels that "he had opened a book and tho first lines held. 
his attention." (p. 79) The plot of the novel has been 
concerned with whether Newman will ultimatrly be controlled 
by the form of the book, e held wi thin i tEl p'·J.ges. In Notre 
Dame, however? he feels that he "could close the book and 
put it away~ II (p. 357) 

12This contradicts Poirier's statement that Claire 
and Valentin are IIfree" characters. (Poirier? p~ 44) But? 
as we have seen, even though they exhibit free characteristics~ 
they are ultimately destroyed by the forms of their society 
and family~ specifically the Roman Catholic Church, the ritual 
of tbB duel, and the rather abst~act concept of the nobility 
of the family "name ll

• 

13As an example of how clear James was~ from the 
begimling, about the outcome of the novp.l, how "the end is 
in the beginning", consider ,Nevman IS atti.,.tude .to the two 
paintings he confronts in the Salon Carre of the Louvre. The 
two paj.ntings are Murillo IS "mooIJ.-borne II Madonna and Veronese 1 s 
".Marriage-feast at Canal!., It is significant that Newman 
buys Noemie's copy of the Madonna, rather than the Veronese, 
for Claire eventually becomes a madonna of sorts herself, 
when she enters the convent. (She is once described as a 
"woman young and pretty ~ dressed in wlli te" &. 39]) 
Newman, of course, never gets a painting of a marriage (even 
though at least two of the paintings he later orders from 
Noemie are I1marriage It paintings, !£p. 54·--§J),. let alone a 
marriage itself. What he does get is a .22El. of a Madonna 
and neither Murillo's maclOlma nor the "madonna" of the 
convent, Claire ~ Ironically, he later writes to WI:rs ~ 
Tristram·that "I know more about Madonnas than I supposed 
any man could." (p. 71) 



FOOTNOTES (CHAPTER III) 

2 11The Fearful Self: Henry James's The Portrait 
o:f_2.J~§-_9x"? j1ri:t4.2..<.=L1._ Qu~rter1Y.:? VII (1965), -p7''210-;--

3"The IJessoll. of the IVlaster fl
, R<e..E.§l2.~9tiv~§~ __ ~!LJ_aqe~':§.. 

!.he~~~ai t..2f ...£.J!.?:Qx (New York, 1967), p. Ib2. 

4'Henry James, ~~;rortr~~.ti..2.,t._~_~§.i..\L (New York, 1966) 
p. 577 ~ 

611ypically ~Tamesicm, however, is the fact that although 
Isabel confronts the conventional in her husband Osmond, she 
has also fled from it on leaving Albany vlith its restr:i.cting 1 
Puritan atmosphere Q The Jamesian hero (cf. Strether, Ne\vman, 
Emd Milly Theale) is often left stranded between two formed 
societies at the end of t1::.e ':lovel, because they both refuse 
to allow fre~dom& 

7The~~~.2~ye]£_0:f::l!ell~L .. ~~§x~e~ (New York, 1961), pe 87. 

8 II Tl]& .... Portrai t of a LadJC.; Th~ Eternal rilystery of 
Things" $ Jlinet.eenth. Century Fiction., XIV (1959), 146-7. 

9This is mentioned by Powers (2..t>_~ __ ~ . .!), but not fully 
developed. 

lOConsider for example Ralph's extended imaginative 
examination of Osmond later in the novel. If one substitutes 
the word f1pope" for Osmond, one gets a very close analogy 
between the two figures, revealing not only James's attitude 
to'ward Roman Catholicism, but his outright condemnation of 
Osmond ruld the reasons for it: 
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He recognized Osmond, as I say; he recognized him at 
every turn. He saw hOVl he kept all things within 
limits; how he adjusted, regulated, animated their 
manner of life • • .. • To surround his interior with a 
sort of invidious sanctity, to tantalize society with 
a sense of exclusion, to make people believe his 
house was different from every other, to impart to 
the face that he presented to the world a cold origin
ality---this was the ingenious effort of the personage 
to whom Isabel had attributed a superior morality. 
Ralph had never net a man who lived so much in the land 
of consideration. His tastes, his studies, his accom
plishments, his collections, were all for a purpose. His 
life on his hill-top at Florence had been the conscious 
attitude of years ..... His ambition was not to 
please the world, but to please himself by exciting the 
world's curiosity and then declining to satisfy it. (p .. 393) 

11Cargill, p. 1149 no 33.. James is quite capable 
of using Italian names of villas symbolically, as seen in 
the choice of "Palazzo JJeporel1i" for Milly ~~heale I s habi~ 
to,tion in !tLe~.W~.!Y.~lL~~~.P~ov:~> "Leporelli" has connotations 
of 1l1ightll in Italian, as well as the possi.ble pun 'on "leper". 

13 ' Tanner, po 2130 

141 Y.9Ex-1~!:~s ~L§.?:.f~r~S! .. Jl£~(.j:~~_~_~Tll~ .. Ar!~lt ~?.:,i2. 
g.~..!2.-.in Fiction from .. (~~~.£..i[2..Y~ New York~ 1904 , p. 206~ 

15The semantic relationship between "convent" and 
"conventionll is perhaps one of the reasons James used the 
convent so often as a symbol, especially when one recalls 
Osmond's statement: "I am conventi,on itself&" (P. 311) 

16Richard Poirier argues that Osmoncl "i.s a man wi th-
out _social identity." (!hLCoElic~~l.se_2[~ .... ...I~e:qFY.....l".?~~§. GondoYl? 
196Q]J p .. 218,) It is true that he has apparently renounced 
the . normal connections with society, 'but his complete identi-
fication 'vvi th Roman Oatholicism and the Vlorship of art for 
its own sake gives him a unique but just as stultifying 
"social identity". 

17Quentin Anderson sees another possibility in James's 
use of convents in his work, one which may be applicable in 
Pansy's case, if one considers the convent as the lesser of 
two evils (Osmond being; of course, the greater): "They 
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may save subject women from,§,:ppropriation. 1I 

HeI]];:.y::2aIE-£~ mew Jersey, 195]) f p. 18ge) 
{The Americall 
--~ 

18poirier, p. 239. 

19.Anderson, p. 189. 

20Th~ EngJ5sh Novel: ~2EEl_a:.n9:....!r~i921 (New York, 
1961), p. 2l~-'--' 

21 powers, p& 1530 

22Chase, p. 160. 

23 Al though this sort 9_f imagery may be considered 
archetypal and inevitable in Western literature, and is 
perhaps apparently unrelated to the more institutional 
religion vvith which this study is essentially concerned? one 
may see it as important for two reasons o First, it emphasizes 
the importance James places on the morality he promulgates, 
the religious references serving as El"Irocations of ':Chis • 
Secondly , it complements the extensive use of imagery asso··· 
ciated with institutionalized religion~ 

24·This extensive use of Eden imagery will perhaps he1p 
to dispel cT ~ I. Mo Stewart's remark that IIno apple is 
ever eaten in James's garden"!' (Ei.o-ht Mod.ern Writers .. ro.,.9._xford. 196 iJ, pp. 76-7 ) __ :::.0; .. _________ . -~"-'~ -_.- • 

25poirier, p. 212~ 

26g~!l:"EJ~_~_~~1:1~;LC!2:. Phas~. ( New York? 
1963), Title of Chapter VI. 
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IHenry James., !p.~ Y1i~~~ of t~ . .J2£Y~. (New York, 1965), 
pp. 190-91. All other quotations w111 be from this; edition 
and page references will follow the quotations. 

2!h~L.!~~£anjIep.:r:uame~ (New Jersey~ 1957), p. 27 e 

3H§.!}.E,;Y. Jar~.~~~~2£...Phas£ (New York, 1963) t p. 64. 

4RanC(lall Stewart, Ame6;'~£§!~2t teE..'l.t~E..E!.._~~£._CJp..::~~~.a:rl 
~ Baton Rouge, 19 3), p. 30 

5Anderson, pp. 241p 236. 

6For example, Leo Bersani stresses the "allegorical 
l.evel of the drama" 0 (_IIT~.e Narra~or as Center j.n !.h.~ __ !lAgJ)~f? 
of the Dove" t Modern Fictlon StudlE~s, VI 1960, P.. 141) 
AlldJo'sepli-J. Firebaugh - implicrtIy" acknowledges the_pre_f?~nce 
of religious connotations in stating that "if she {MillyJ 
is an archetypal saviour, the facts must be made cleat' and 
her intention unambiguous". (liThe Idealism of Mertgn Denshex·l!, 
!!E·iv~I'§.i tx 01. Te~~.~die§._~12E.g.1t~.E, XXXVII fl95f}), p .. 14,2) 
Finally, R. We B. Lewis mentions the "sacramental sensibility" 
of the novel~ ("The Vision of G·race: J'amefi' s ~,JYJ .. :ry..QL.S)f 
.:the D~fI, M~rIL.~tcti.o~tlf.d:!-e:=!., III !j95:l1, p. 34 e) 

7The ,N0_!.~...2.f_~_~~ (New York, 1961), p. 34.5. 

8Cargill discusses this'relationship in more detail. p. 348. 

90ther examples of Milly being called a dove: pp. 215, 
382, 4.78 7 511 .. 

10Cf • Anderson, p. 241, who does eQuate Milly with Christ. 

llLaurence B. Holland, "The vYin~0:(_thE'::_J2o'{~_", ELH, l'XVI 
(1959), p. 562 .. 

12Miriam Allott, liThe Bronzino Portrait in ~he WiEff.>.!.~gf th~ 
~" f £ITJN, LXVIII (1953}, p. 24. 
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13Cf • Holland, p. 565, for a full discussion of the 
Veronese painting and its meaning o 

14Anderson, p~' 277. 

150f • Matthiessen, p. 64. 

160f • ~Oo!?:.£.is~.rd ~!i.Q..:q§'f2L (Oxford, 1964·), p. 657. 

17The Search for Form: Studies i.n the structure of 
J arne s t s'Fi c.t ioilr~1ITIr;--=l9 b71-;J?":-18~3"":-·---·-·--=· 
__ ._ __"""", __ u 

181 shall discuss later, while examining the character 
of Densher, the images of form associated with Kate Croy~ 

190f • Jean Kimball~ "The Abyss and The Wing§. of the Dove: 
The Image as a Revelation", Nin.a .. t0.£lnth. C~litill:i~~~_fQ1IQ:ri-;x---~ 
(1956), 281-300. This study stresses Milly's active nature, 
as does Oargill in his book; whereas }y,. 0.& Ivlatth:Lessen and 
othe.rs say that sb.e is a passive character. For example, 
Joseph }I'irebaugh CQJ2 .. 1L. __ 9....:tto) states that "she makes a ohoice, 
a passive cbDice to submit herself to the current of events 
which is beginning to carry her along .. II (P. l4tj-) This is 
not precisely the case o As we have seen, her choice is by 
"volitionll, by "option" (pp$ 190--1), and she later feels that 
"it was the air she wanted and the world she would now ex
clusively choose ll (p. 218) when sb.e visits the National 
Gallery" She escapes, by her own choice, the "current de-
termined by others ll

" ~p. 209) 

20See the foregoing chapter on TIJe P..,9rtr,:..g1: .. t., p. 4·5. 

2lNathalia Wright interprets the name fromewhat more 
li terally: "Its name .. • .. is presumably the diminut:ble of 
l~or2., which may be translated ~ gr,:cefulness' or i spr~_ghtl:Lness' .. II 

These words are not apt as descrlptlons of what the Palazzo Lep
orelli comes to symbolize. Amerisan Eovelists i11._It33-L1. 
(Philadelphia~ 1965), p .. 232. 

22 Holland, p" 563. 

23 "The Vision of Grace: J mne s 's 11l~-Y{iggs of the Dove", 
M9_d~E1l.Fi~ct=i2P_St~ldi~~, III (1957)~ p. 37 • 
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24Stephen Koch, "Transcendence in The W.~E£:L£..~~,~.D<;?.v~If, 
Iv1Q..Sl~£g..J2:.2yion 1i.1udie~, XII (1966), p. 93~o 

25Anderson, P. 490 

26 ( Jean-Paul Sartre, ~§e,Ba~ Paris, 1945), p. 164. 

27Kimba11, po·}OO .. 

28An.derson, p. 82 .. 

29Ibid., po 29. 

30Cf • chapter on !.h~_.1.2£..tr?tJ.;.:~, in lNhich the concept of 
the "religious structure ll of-James's novels is discussed o 

3lJames provides~ in the naturalistic begim1.tng of 
the novel, a motivation for Kate's reprehensible behaviour 
in the poverty of her home life, and she does have certain 
redeeming Clualities. But, in the Jamesian moral system9 her 
treatment of both Densher and Milly is an unforgiveable sine 

32 Koch, p .. 199. 

33Cargill, p~ 370. 

34Anderson, p. 273. 

35 C• Bo> Cox, ~r1!e Fr~~~it. (I,ondon, 1963), p .. 65., 

36Cargill~ p. 352~ 



FOOTNOTES TO CONCLUSION 

lArticles have been published on the religious i.magery 
of two other novels: Do G" Halliburton, "Self and Secular-
ization in XE2_.12:~~.§'!L_Qas.E:..~ass=h~a", ~42.Sle:-.!'n~r.i.£.:hh.~~~§J].:lfd~, 
XI (1965) 'I 11b--28; Huth T. Todasco t 1I~~heme and Imagery in 
.T:..12~~!i~n Bo ~1." ~ !e !.c:-.:?~~~u£:i.e ~i,!l...1!.i ter"~~~lsL. Langl:;.?,E,§l_, 
IV ~1902), 228-40~ 

2"By enlarg:i.ng h:i.s characters through relig:i.ous analogies 
he introduced the whole Christian system as an available 
means of moral juc1gmen t .. " Frederick Crews p .~h§':.......~rz.§...&.~<1Y.....2f 
!'l~~!:§. (New York~ 1957), p. 106. 

3J·ean-Paul Sartre, I!.'A&.~_£.~J.latl§.2!!; (Paris, 194·5), p. 164: 
J~JJ;_....§_uifL..daY1.ELJJn(L..98gf'~._.sE!:..ns_'pa~;:;re_all~" II 
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APPENDIX 

FORM 

The word form is used in this study as a metaphor 

to describe situations and states of being in James's fic

tion which have been deprived of their natural, free and 

imaginative aspect and which have accordingly become rigid, 

conventional and limited: form for its own sake. This 

specific use of the word is not without precedent. J. A. 

Ward, in The Search for FOrIl1, defines James's concept of 

form as a tI-synthesis of the natural and the artificial" 

(p. 11), and states that this organic approach to form, 

'like "organicism in architecture", is "opposed not only to 

order for its O\VU sake, which is necessarily lifeless, but 

also to orderlessness fl (p. 11). Thus, form or the flartifi

cial" element in art and life must be infused with the na

tural, the free and the imaginative in order to produce the 

ideal Jamesian form. Although form is a constant concern 

of James's, and a positive goal, (cis the "search for formll) 

it cannot exist by itself; When it does, it acquires pejora

tive cOlmotations, as in this passage from "The Ar-t of 

Fiction": 

The tracing of a line to be followed, 
taken, of a form to be filled out, is 
that freedom and a suppression of the 
we are most curious about& The form, 
is to be appreciated after the fact • 
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of a tone to be 
a limitation of 
very thing that 
it seems to me, 
• • • 

(1884) 


